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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as
fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may
include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California
Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or
misuse of the project.
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Abstract
This Final Design Review report outlines the senior project sponsored by General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems, Inc., to design an unmanned aerial vehicle landing gear uplock and door
locks. The main goal of the project is to create a proof-of-concept uplock that does not operate on
hydraulic power, has minimal moving parts, and can support the weight, vertical acceleration and
aerodynamic loads on the landing gear or doors. The document covers the background research,
design specifications, design selection process, justifications, manufacturing, and verification of
the functional prototype.
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1.0 Introduction
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) is a defense and diversified
technologies company headquartered in San Diego, California. The team is working with GAASI to design a locking mechanism for their retractable landing gears and payload doors.
Currently GA-ASI uses electric servos to raise and lower the landing gear. The same servos hold
the landing gear retracted. Since the servos also perform the locking, they must be sized larger to
handle the additional loads. Thus, they are trying to incorporate an electromagnetic uplock to the
current system to relieve the burden on the existing actuators. The same technology will also be
implemented on the payload doors. The team working on this project includes Christopher
Edward, Jason Szeto, Kevin Lee, and Garrett Donovan, who are all students majoring in
mechanical engineering at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. This
document will layout the analysis, design, manufacture, and testing of the project.
2.0 Background

2.1 Sponsor Interview
The team conducted a meeting with Michael Allwein, Caleb Bartels, and Shaun Donovan,
from our sponsor GA-ASI, who will oversee the project as the team progresses through the design
process. During the meeting, the sponsors discussed how they wanted to implement electronic
landing gear, landing gear door, and payload bay door uplocks to their unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV). The landing gear uplock was described as a discrete uplock that would hold the landing
gear from a singular point of contact. In addition, the landing gear door and payload bay door
uplocks were described as distributed uplocks that would hold a distributed load across the length
of the door. These uplocks are traditionally run with hydraulic components. However, electric
aircraft, such as their UAVs, cannot operate with hydraulic components, because these aircraft do
not have hydraulic systems. There is currently no product in the uplock market that can perform
this duty, and the sponsors are looking for an uplock proof of concept with no moving parts that
can run on a 28V DC power supply. The sponsors find speed important, and they expect the
uplock to release within one second of command. The sponsor identified an operational
temperature range of -54°C to 71°C and a weight goal of 3 lb for the discrete landing gear uplock,
and 0.6 lb/in for the distributed door uplock. If the electric aircraft loses power, they want the
uplocks to hold in the up position and allow for redundant release. During this meeting, the
sponsor also mentioned that they wanted to implement a controller to serve as a user interface for
the uplock. The sponsor requests that the team build a proof of concept for an electronic landing
gear uplock, an electronic door uplock, and an electronic user interface to serve as a controller for
both uplocks.
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2.2 Existing Solutions
The team did research to evaluate existing products to determine the strengths of existing
products and what aspects of their design are important. Hydraulic uplocks (Figure 1) are the
main existing product that fills the same role as our project. One of the main client needs is that
the system must not use hydraulics. This immediately makes the use of a hydraulic uplock
unviable, but aspects of its design can still be evaluated. The hydraulic uplocks have very good
holding forces as they use linkages that move over center to lock in place [1]. This allows them
to stay in the locked state in the case of electronic or hydraulic failure. They then use hydraulic
actuators to release the uplock. Hydraulic systems are the most common solution for existing
uplock requirements in existing aircraft. For that reason, a hydraulic system was chosen as a
comparison benchmark.

Figure 1. Landing gear uplock commonly used in aircraft. It uses a hydraulic system to operate.

The team also researched various mechanical door lock systems to determine their
feasibility. Elevator door interlocks (Figure 2) serve a similar function to uplocks as they hold in
the locked state and prevent release until certain conditions are met. They also have redundant
systems to avoid electrical failure [2]. Unfortunately, door lock systems like these involve
complex systems of moving parts which the sponsor wants to avoid using. However, the
redundant electrical systems and the standards used for these types of locks could be useful
starting points.

Figure 2. Elevator Interlock System.
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In addition, the team evaluated magnetic locks and latches, used for standard doors and
consumer products. Their advantages include their fast response times and their relatively
affordable cost [3]. Magnetic door locks (Figure 3) hold closed with a powered electromagnet
and release when unpowered [4]. This is so that people do not get trapped in the case of a power
outage. In contrast, our design will need to hold even in the case of electronic failure. Their
simplicity creates a good starting point for the design of the distributed door lock system.
Additionally, the team evaluated existing permanent and electromagnets. Many permanent
magnets exist and have varying material properties and prices [5]. Ideally, the team will find a
permanent magnet solution that can achieve the required loads while being within the weight
restriction. Additionally, the existing electromagnets on the market have varying price points and
max hold forces [6]. The existing magnetic locks and magnets are very far from the proof of
concept requested by GA-ASI but they do provide a starting point to evaluate against and provide
insight into potential solutions.

Figure 3. Electromagnetic door lock capable of an 800 lb holding force. These are commonly
used to secure building doors.

During the background research process the team did a patent search to find any relevant
patents that could provide insight about the project. Since the idea of an electrically actuated
uplock with few moving parts is a novel idea, it is difficult to find existing patents that solve this
problem. Regardless, the team found a few relevant patents that directly relate to the problem at
hand and plenty that might not be an existing solution but can provide us with a deeper
understanding of the technologies needed to create a solution. The five patents the team chose to
investigate are presented in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. List of relevant patents that were used in the background research process.
#
1

Patent Name
Electromagnetic landing
gear uplock device for
light airplane [7].

Patent Number
CN201358643Y

2

Switchable core
element-based
permanent magnet
apparatus [8].
Locking mechanism
with bi-modal actuator
[9].
Electro-magnetic uplock for retractable
landing gear [10].

US8256098B2

Electromagnetic lock
having distance-sensing
monitoring system [11].

USRE46832E1

3

4

5

US8814094B2

US8109465B1

Key Characteristics
Uses an
electromagnetically
actuated lock bolt to secure
landing gear.
A permanent magnet that
can be switched on or off.

An uplock mechanism that
includes a hydraulic and
electronic actuator.
An electromagnet mounted
to the aircraft adjacent to
the landing gear that will
hold the landing gear in
the retracted position
Incorporates sensor
feedback to determine if
door is open/closed.

The team chose to investigate patent 1 and 4 because they are the closest to an existing
solution. These patents provide a great starting point for the uplock design and will clarify how
an electromagnetic system interacts with an aircraft. The team examined patent 2 because it
operates with no electricity and could suggest a solution to having the uplock operate when the
electronics fail. The team investigated patent 3 because the design is like the popularly used
hydraulic uplocks, but it also utilizes an electric linear actuator; some features of this design could
be useful to create an uplock that can stay locked without power. The team considered patent 5
as it incorporates a distance sensor that can tell the position of a door; this will be useful in creating
an uplock that can tell the latch state of the doors/landing gears (whether they are open/closed).
The team also evaluated the standards that would apply to the project. The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) has standards for the Design of Below-the-Hook
Lifting Devices (BTH-1). The 2017 version of these standards added a section about the
requirements for Lifting Magnet Design.
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2.3 Magnets and Electromagnets
Magnetic fields exist due to electrons spinning around the nucleus of an atom. In most
objects, electrons spin in random directions and cancel out their own magnetic force. However,
this is not the case for magnets. According to U.S. Energy Information Administration, the
molecules in a magnet are arranged such that their electrons spin in the same direction [12].
Instead of cancelling out each other, this creates a stronger magnetic force that flows out from the
north pole and to its south pole. Electromagnets, on the other hand, utilize the electric current
flowing through a coil. Each loop generates a magnetic field and combine to produce a north
(positive) and south (negative) ends.
There are several factors that affect a magnet’s performance: steel thickness (affects the
absorption of magnetism), air gaps (affects the magnetic circuit), material (determines the ability
to conduct magnetism), shear force (determines performance), temperature (maximum operating
temperature), heat (exceeding maximum temperature). There are four different types of materials
commonly used as magnets: neodymium, ferrite, samarium, and alnico [13]. Depending on the
material, magnets have operating temperature ranges as shown in Table 2. If a magnet is
continuously exposed to high temperature, its performance and pull will be reduced.
Table 2. Operating temperatures for common magnet materials [13].
MATERIAL
Neodymium
Ferrite
Samarium Cobalt
Alnico

MAX OPERATING TEMPERATURE
80°C
180°C
350°C
525°C

Five factors that affect electromagnets are: the number of loops, the metal core
(permeability), current, wire size [14], and temperature [15]. The strength of electromagnet
changes depending on the temperature. It will weaken as the room gets colder, and it will
strengthen as the room gets hotter. Figure 4 shows the behavior of a set of electromagnets made
from steel/iron nails and copper wiring.
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Figure 4. Effect of temperature on electromagnet strength when temperature decreases (left) and
increases (right) [15].
2.4 RS-422 & Electronic Access Control
GA-ASI specified that they would like the design to use a RS-422 interface for the control
of the proof of concept. RS-422 is a circuit implementation that allows one transmitter to connect
to up to 10 receivers and is used widely in industrial and instrumentation applications [16]. RS422 is being widely used for process control networks, industrial automation, remote terminals,
building automation (HVAC), security systems, motor control, and motion control. This interface
uses two twisted wires for the data transmission. It allows for transmissions at higher data rate
and over longer distance by coupling noise to both wires in the same way and makes it familiar
to both signals. This will eliminate the noise once the receiver evaluates the difference between
the voltages of both wires [17]. Typical RS-422 interface circuit is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. RS-422 Interface [17]
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2.5 Coercivity and Remanence
The ability for magnets to retain its magnetic field and demagnetize is referred to as
remanence and coercivity. Remanence is the amount of magnetization a ferromagnetic material
retains at zero driving field, while coercivity is the amount of reverse driving field required to
demagnetize the material [18]. A good permanent magnet should generate high magnetic field
and have high resistance against any influence that would demagnetize it. The relationship
between remanence and coercivity is shown on Figure 6 called hysteresis loop.
The relationship between remanence and coercivity is shown on Figure 6 called hysteresis
loop. When an alternating magnetic field is applied to the material, its magnetization will trace
out a loop called hysteresis loop [18]. The loop with arrows shows the response of the material
(M) on the y-axis as a function of external driving influence (H) on the x-axis. The maximum
amount of magnetization the material retains when the external magnetic field is zero occurs at
the point where the line with arrows intersects the y-axis.

Figure 6. Hysteresis Loop [18]
3.0 Objectives

3.1 Problem Statement
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI), a defense contractor for the
United States, is looking to implement uplocks with no moving parts on their unmanned aircraft.
These uplocks will hold landing gears and doors on the aircraft in the up position. GA-ASI is
looking to implement locks, with no moving parts, for the main landing gear doors, nose landing
gear doors, and payload bay doors. The unmanned aircraft has no central hydraulic system so the
components must be electrically operated.
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3.2 Boundary Diagram
Figure 7 (below) is the boundary diagram for the problem. The boundary diagram is a
visual representation of the scope of the problem. The boundary denoted by the dotted line shows
the components that are part of the scope and what objects they interact with. In the upper
drawing, the discrete landing gear uplock, the user interface, and the distributed door locks are
within the scope. They interact directly with the landing gear and the doors. The lower diagram
shows specifically which distributed door locks will be within the scope. The main landing gear
door locks, the payload bay door locks and the nose landing gear locks are all within the scope.

Figure 7. Boundary diagram that shows where the uplocks (labeled “locks” on the diagram) will
be placed, and how they will interact with the user interface, landing gears, and doors.
3.3 Quality Function Deployment Process
Quality function deployment (QFD) was used to translate customer requirements into
measurable engineering specifications. The process was extensive and involved analyzing
customer requirements and relating them to engineering requirements through a chart known as
a House of Quality (Ref. Appendix A). The House of Quality had sections for “who”, “what”,
“how”, “how much”, and sections documenting the relationships between the elements. All these
components were labeled on the referenced diagram. The “who” section involved the primary
sponsor of the project, GA-ASI, and the end user, the military. The team consolidated the
customer needs and wants into the “what” section. The requirements were then weighted on a
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scale from one to ten in the “who vs. what” category to determine which requirements were most
important. The team then evaluated existing products on a scale of one to five on how well they
meet the customer needs. Due to the short timeframe, and limited budget, the team did not
personally test the existing products, so estimates were made on their function. Measurable
engineering specifications were then generated and added to the “how” section. The customer’s
needs were then related to the engineering specifications in the “how vs. what” section. Their
relation was rated with a symbol denoting no relation, weak relation, medium relation, or strong
relation. Engineering targets were then set for all engineering specifications in the “how much”
section. This process was essential in defining the problem and generating engineering
specifications.
3.4 Engineering Specifications Table
The engineering specifications that must be met, outlined from the House of Quality, (Ref.
Appendix A) were summarized in Table 3. They were listed along with the targeted values.
Additionally, each specification has been rated for its risk of being met and the methods of
determining compliance. These specifications reflected the overall design requirements, not the
requirements for the proof of concept to be constructed. The proof of concept will represent a
scaled down version of these requirements due to safety concerns related to the large forces
involved. In addition, test results from the proof of concept should prove that the concept can be
scaled to meet these requirements.
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Table 3. Door Uplock Specifications Table
Spec.
#

Specification Description

Requirement
or Target
(units)

Tolerance

Risk
*

Compliance
**

1

Unpowered landing gear hold
force

1500 (lb)

MIN

M

A, T

2

Unpowered door hold force

4 (lb/in)

MIN

M

A, T

3

Powered hold force

0 (lb)

MAX

L

A, T

4

Release time

1 (sec)

MAX

L

T

5

Systems that release in
electronic failure

0 (systems)

MAX

M

A, I, T

6

Redundant release systems

1 (systems)

MIN

H

A, I, T

7

Operational temperature range

-54 to 71 (°C)

MIN

H

T

8

Landing gear lock weight

3 (lb)

MAX

H

A, I

9

Door lock weight

0.06 (lb/in)

MAX

H

A, I

10

Serial interface type

RS-422

TARGET

L

I

11

System voltage

28 (V)

TARGET

L

I

12

Readable user interfaces

1 (interfaces)

MIN

M

I

13

Inputs monitored

4 (listed inputs)

MIN

M

I, T

14

Required hydraulic parts

0 (hydraulics)

TARGET

M

A, I

15

Number of moving parts

0 (parts)

TARGET

L

A, I

16

Maximum material cost

3000 ($)

MAX

L

A

*Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
**Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test
3.5 Description of Specifications
Detailed descriptions of the engineering specifications listed in Table 3 and in the House of
Quality (Ref. Appendix A) are listed below.
1. Unpowered landing gear hold force – This is the attraction force of the discrete locking
system when no power is supplied to the system. The force must be greater than 1500 lb
to support the weight of the landing gear. Due to the dangers associated with a 1500lb
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load, calculations will be run for 1500 lb to investigate the feasibility. The prototype
constructed for this project will be scaled down to 150lb.
2. Unpowered door hold force – This is the minimum attraction force of the distributed
door locking system for the main landing gear, nose landing gear, and payload bay doors.
3. Powered hold force – This is the attraction force goal of both locking systems when
powered. There should be no attraction when powered. Repulsive forces would also help
facilitate opening.
4. Release time – This is the maximum time needed for the system to fully release.
5. Systems that release in electronic failure – This is the number of systems that release in
an electronic failure. Ideally, zero systems will release.
6. Redundant release systems – This is the number of systems that can be used to
redundantly release the lock. There should be at least one redundant release system per
lock in case of an electronic failure.
7. Operational temperature range – Material properties vary with temperatures and these
locks should be designed with a wide operating temperature range in mind.
8. Landing gear lock weight – The weight of the discrete locking system should be kept
low to minimize the overall weight of the aircraft.
9. Door lock weight – The weight of the distributed locking system should be kept low to
minimize the overall weight of the aircraft.
10. Serial interface type – The system should communicate using a standard RS-422 serial
interface.
11. System voltage – The system should operate at the onboard voltage of 28 V.
12. Readable user interfaces – The interface should be in a human readable format and
should allow for control of functions, either through serial based communications or
through a PC based software interface.
13. Inputs monitored – This represents the number of inputs monitored by the system. The
system should monitor at least the latch state, drive system health, board temperature, and
current limit system state.
14. Required hydraulic parts – There should be no parts that require hydraulics so the
aircraft will not need an on-board hydraulics system.
15. Number of moving parts – There should be no moving parts.
16. Material cost – The cost must be within the allocated budget provided by GA-ASI.
NOTE: Specification 10, 12, and 13 from the Engineering Specification Table were no longer
being pursued because former employee sponsor of GA-ASI, Shaun Donovan, who was
responsible for aiding the team in completing these specifications of the project was no longer
working at GA-ASI. Anthony Moreno will be assisting with electrical issues in Shaun Donovan’s
place.
3.6 High Risk Specifications
Four of the engineering specifications listed in Table 3 were listed as “high” risk of meeting
specification. These were the most difficult specifications to meet and the reasoning for their
selection is listed below.
1. Redundant release systems – Designing a redundant release mechanism that works in
the case of electronic failure and does not have any moving parts while also staying below
the weight constraints could prove to be very difficult.
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2. Operational temperature range – Cal Poly does not have any resources for testing the
device in the specified temperature range, so much of the temperature design will have to
be theoretical until the team can secure a location that can test the desired range.
3. Landing gear lock weight – Keeping the weight below three pounds while also varying
the attractive force between 0 and 1500 lb could pose many challenges.
4. Door lock weight – Maintaining a distributed weight of 0.06 lb/in will be very difficult
for a system that can hold and released a distributed load of 4 lb/in.
4.0 Concept Design

4.1 Concept Development/Ideation and Function Concept Prototypes
The concept ideation process began by performing functional decomposition to divide the
overall lock system into its most basic functions. Due to the major similarities in the functions of
the discrete landing gear system and the distributed door system, the team decided to consider
their functions together. The team began by identifying the primary function as “controlling the
locking and release of the landing gear and doors.” The primary function was then broken down
into four basic functions; provide holding force, release holding force, provide redundant release,
and measure latch state (see Appendix B).
Following the functional decomposition, the team held a brainstorming session to come
up with a variety of ideas for each function. The focus of the brainstorming session was to come
up with as many ideas as possible. We achieved this by having each team member write as many
ideas as possible without judgement. Avoiding judgement early on was critical because even the
most irrational ideas can spark inspiration from another team member. After writing as many
ideas down as possible we discussed all the ideas together to explain our vision for each idea.
This step was also critical as a verbal description of the idea contains more information than a
sticky note.
The results of the brainstorming session were narrowed down from hundreds of ideas to
around six to eight ideas for each function. This was achieved by first eliminating any ideas that
were clearly impractical. Then, the team collaboratively chose six to eight top ideas for each
function by discussing how well they met the requirements.
After each function was narrowed down to a handful of ideas, each team member selected
five ideas to build five function concept prototypes. These prototypes were made of rudimentary
materials such as cardboard, tape and hot glue. The purpose of the prototypes was to quickly
evaluate the feasibility of each idea. For example, one of the ideas was to have a set of permanent
magnets that could rotate using a linkage and cancel each other’s magnetic fields. Once a
prototype was built for this idea it became apparent that the linkage would not be able to rotate
far enough, see Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8. Release Function Concept: Invert Polarity of Permanent Magnet.
These prototypes proved to be useful in quickly determining design oversights while
minimizing waste.
The top ideas were placed in a Pugh matrix for each function (see Appendix B). The ideas
were evaluated by how well they met the criteria developed for each function. These criteria were
chosen to ensure that the functions would meet the overall requirements given by the sponsors.
The ranking of each idea was driven by the team’s engineering intuition and the knowledge gained
from the concept prototypes. The top idea for providing hold force was to use a permanent magnet
and an electromagnet, this option allows us to keep the holding force active without power. The
function concept prototype is shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. Hold Force Functional Concept Prototype: One Electromagnet One Permanent
Magnet.
The top scoring idea for providing the release force was setting the polarity of the
electromagnet so that it would repel the permanent magnet and the uplock would release. The
function concept prototype is shown below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Release Function Concept Prototype: Reverse Polarity of Electromagnet.
The top scoring idea for providing a redundant release was to use an additional battery
that could power the electromagnet incase the primary power source failed. The function
concept prototype is shown below in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Redundant Release Function Concept: Backup Battery to Power Electromagnet.
The top valued option for measuring the latch state was using a hall effect sensor to
measure the magnetic field of a permanent magnet. The sensor would be mounted to the aircraft
and the magnet would be mounted to the doors or the landing gear. When the door or landing gear
are closed the hall effect sensor would be triggered by the permanent magnet. A function concept
prototype was not built for this idea.

4.2 System Concept Ideas
The team generated eight ideas using the morphological matrix to combine different
function ideas into system concepts. These system ideas were then used in the weighted decision
matrix to determine our final design concept. The final design chosen was to be implemented for
both the discrete landing gear system and the distributed door system as the underlying design.
The team would make modifications to the sizing and strength of components based on the
different design requirements for the two systems. Sketches of those eight system ideas and brief
descriptions of their function appear below.
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Idea one (Figure 12) used one electromagnet and one permanent magnet to provide the
locking force. The permanent magnet provided the unpowered hold force, and the electromagnet
provided a repulsive force to disengage the lock. The lock had a backup battery to power the
electromagnet in case the main power supply failed. The latch state of the lock was measured by
a hall effect sensor that read the strength of the magnetic field of either the lock magnet or a standalone permanent magnet mounted to the landing gear or door. Based on the magnetic field
reading it could tell the position of the magnet relative to the sensor.

Figure 12. Idea 1, which involves the use of an electromagnet, permanent magnet, backup
battery, and hall effect sensor.
Idea two (Figure 13) used two electromagnets to provide the locking force. Both magnets
had to be powered the entire time. One of the magnets was mounted using a separation nut
that could be activated by an electric signal to release the magnet. This would allow the door to
unlock in an emergency. The latch state of the lock was measured by an IR break beam sensor
that would be triggered when the landing gear or door was in the closed position and blocking the
IR beam.
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Figure 13. Idea 2 that uses two electromagnets, a separation nut, and an IR break beam
sensor.
Idea three (Figure 14) used one electromagnet and one permanent magnet on opposing
sides to provide the locking force. When the electromagnet was not powered, the permanent
magnet would provide the unpowered hold force. The polarity of the electromagnet would
be reversed so it would repel the permanent magnet. During an emergency, redundant
release could be achieved by melting the adhesive that holds the magnet in place with a heating
wire that is embedded inside the adhesive. The IR break beam was implemented in this system to
measure the latch state.

Figure 14. Idea 3 that incorporates an electromagnet, permanent magnet, meltable adhesive
layer, and IR break beam.
In this idea (Figure 15), the team used one permanent magnet and one electromagnet
to provide the locking force. The electromagnet would be powered so that it creates repulsive
forces and releases the system. To provide redundant release, during emergency (electronic
failure), the separation nuts that hold the electromagnets in place would engage and release the
electromagnet from its position. This idea would use the hall effect sensor to measure the
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magnetic field around the electromagnet. Based on this magnetic field, it would be able to
determine if the electromagnet were powered, thus telling the user if the latch was open or
closed.

Figure 15. Idea 4, which includes an electromagnet, permanent magnet, separation nut, and a
hall effect sensor.
This idea (Figure 16) involved using a permanent magnet to provide the holding force and
an electromagnet to provide the repulsion force. The redundant release method involved using a
battery to redundantly power the electromagnet in the case of an electronic failure. The idea also
included a capacitive proximity sensor to detect the latch state. The magnets used in this idea
would be able to be oriented and scaled to fit in the volumes needed for the two different systems.

Figure 16. Idea 5 which involves an electromagnet, permanent magnet, emergency battery, and
a capacitive proximity sensor.
Idea six (Figure 17) involved the use of two electromagnets to provide the holding force
and the release force. In addition, it featured separation nuts to release the electromagnets in case
of failure. This way, the system would be able to open even if the electromagnets malfunctioned.
This system also used a capacitive proximity sensor to detect the latch state. The electromagnets
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and separation bolts used in this idea would be able to be oriented and scaled to fit in the volumes
needed for the two different systems.

Figure 17. Idea 6 that incorporates two electromagnets, a separation nut, and a capacitive
proximity sensor.
This idea (Figure 18) features an electromagnet on one side of the uplock (left side of the
diagram), and a permanent magnet (right side of the diagram) on the other side of the uplock.
Reversing the polarity of the electromagnet until the forces between the magnets go to
0 lbs would allow for the electromagnet, which was in the hold position unpowered, to release
the uplock. There is a melting strip present under the permanent magnet which would allow for
the permanent magnet to melt off if there was an electronic failure of the uplock system. A
capacitive sensor would have the ability to detect the presence or absence of our uplock and
whether it was in the correct position for locking.

Figure 18. Idea 7 involves an electromagnet, permanent magnet, meltable adhesive, and a
capacitive proximity sensor.
This idea (Figure 19) features an electromagnet on one side of the uplock (left side of the
diagram), and a permanent magnet (right side of the diagram) on the other side of the
uplock. Powering the electromagnet to create a repulsive force would allow for
the magnets to repel from each other and aid the release of the landing gear or bay door. In the
event of electronic failure, the separation nuts would engage, releasing the permanent magnet on
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the right side of the diagram from its position, allowing the bay door, or landing gear to release.
A capacitive sensor would have the ability to detect the presence or absence of our uplock and
whether it was in the correct position for locking.

Figure 19. Idea 8 uses an electromagnet, a permanent magnet, separation nut, and capacitive
proximity sensor.
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4.3 Final Design Concept Selection
After the team completed the Pugh Matrices, the best possible concepts for each primary
function from the Pugh matrices were used to create a morphological matrix. The morphological
matrix helped the team generate eight possible system concepts that represent the full design. The
eight possible system concepts were then passed through a weighted decision matrix to help the
team make the final design selection. In the weighted decision matrix, the specifications that were
outlined by the sponsor, GA-ASI, were weighted against the eight system concepts.
The most effective idea in solving our sponsor’s problem was idea 1 from Figure 7.
Having one electromagnet and one permanent magnet is advantageous to having two
electromagnets because having two electromagnets would provide unnecessary complexity to the
design. Having two electromagnets means having two sets of coils when the task of providing
holding force would only require one electromagnet. Additionally, it would be more difficult to
fulfill the specification of holding unpowered because electromagnets require current to run
through the coils to generate magnetism properly.
One of our primary functions of the design was that it should provide release of the uplock
when powered. The most optimal way to release the electromagnetic uplock was to run a current
in the coil to reverse the polarity of the electromagnet until the hold force reaches 0 lb. Upon
further research, we found that the idea of powering a permanent magnet to create a repulsive
force meant taking the steps to build a coil around the permanent magnet. Therefore, there was
only one way to release the electromagnetic uplock, and it is to reverse the polarity of the
electromagnet.
The most ideal way to provide redundant release would be to have an emergency battery
that could supply a current to the electromagnetic uplock. Having a separation nut was not as
ideal because one of the specifications from the sponsors was that the design should have no
moving parts, and a separation nut would have to move to release the permanent magnet end of
the uplock. Melting the adhesive underneath the permanent magnet added unnecessary
complexity to the design and may have had reliability issues for operating under the temperature
range specified by the sponsor. Additionally, separation nuts and melting adhesive had the
potential of being more disruptive to the surrounding components inside the UAV and may have
increased repair costs if parts not pertaining to the uplock got damaged when the redundant release
was engaged.
The team conducted a meeting with the sponsors and concluded that an emergency battery
is not enough to provide redundant release to the uplock. The sponsors were looking for the design
to incorporate a way to release the uplock if the windings on the electromagnets fail. They
suggested that the team implement a secondary set of windings that wind along with the primary
windings. This secondary set of windings would be powered by the emergency battery and these
windings would generate magnetic fields in the event that the primary windings fail.
The last of the primary functions was to properly measure whether the uplock is engaged or
disengaged. Hall effect sensors worked well in performing this function because these sensors
measure the intensity of the magnetic fields in its vicinity. Infrared break beams and capacitive
proximity sensors relied on the movement of objects be able to sense a change in the system. The
electromagnetic uplock design did not have moving parts so both the infrared break beam and
capacitive proximity sensors would not work in this use case.
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4.4 Concept Prototype
The system concept selected for the uplock was adapted to fit the design constraints for
the discrete landing gear uplock and the distributed door locks. For both concept prototypes, the
underlying design was maintained, but the dimensions were adjusted to fit the design space. The
discrete landing gear uplock concept prototype (Figure 20) is 2.25in x 2.25in x 6.5in, while the
distributed door lock concept prototype (Figure 21) is 1in x 1in x 5in. In addition, the wiring
needed to control the system was modeled.

Figure 20. Concept prototype for the discrete landing gear uplock.
A) Electromagnet | B) Permanent Magnet | C) Hall effect sensor
D) Back up battery | E) Controller
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Figure 21. Concept prototype for the distributed door lock. Components are like the
discrete landing gear uplock system, but at a different scale.
The system will function by powering the electromagnet to produce a magnetic field that
opposes the magnetic field of the permanent magnet. When the system is unpowered, the
permanent magnet will attract the core of the electromagnet and will hold shut. However, when
the system is powered, the permanent magnet will be repelled away from the system.
The cores of the electromagnets will be made of iron, a material with a high magnetic
permeability, high remanent flux density, and low coercivity. Iron has a high magnetic
permeability so the electromagnet can pass a magnetic field through the core easily, which
decreases the number of coils necessary to generate a magnetic field large enough to release the
permanent magnet from the core. A high remanent flux density core will allow the core to
maintain a high magnetic field without any driving force acting on it. A low coercivity will allow
the necessary reverse field to be low. In result, the necessary coils to produce that reverse field
will be low as well.
The team decided that N52 grade neodymium disc magnets will be the most ideal
permanent magnet for our application. Due to the high remanent flux density, neodymium
magnets will maintain a high magnetic field without a driving force acting on it. The high
coercivity of neodymium magnets means these magnets will not lose their magnetization from
magnetic interference produced by the electromagnet coils. N52 grade is the highest grade of
neodymium magnets with generates the largest remanent flux density, and coercivity compared
to other grades of neodymium magnets.
For the discrete uplock, the load will be transferred from the core to the endcap and
through a set of four tie rods. For the distributed uplock the load will transferred from the core
through a metal housing made of two square endcaps and two flat plates for the sides. The design
of the distributed uplock housing was chosen because the flat sides will make mounting an array
of them easier. The square shape of the endcaps was chosen for both designs because it would
simplify the manufacturing and mounting processes.
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The wire diameter and number of turns of the electromagnet will come from the calculated
values. For both concept prototypes, there are two sets of wires wound around the core. This was
done so that there would be two separate coils that could power the electromagnet. If one of the
coils fails, the backup coil could be powered as a backup release mechanism.

Figure 22. Concept CAD model of discrete uplock system. The right image is a section view of
the system. Note: the wire diameter and number of coils are adjusted to simplify the model.

Figure 23. Concept CAD model of the distributed uplock system. The right image is a section
view of the system. Note: the wire diameter and number of coils are adjusted to simplify the
model.
The team created concept CAD models of the electromagnets and their housings to
evaluate the feasibility of the sizing of components as seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The coils
on the models above are not representative of the wire gauge and number of coils that we have
found in preliminary calculations. The coils had to be simplified due to the large processing power
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needed to render thousands of wire turns. In addition, the permanent magnets’ sizes are
approximate as the team is still determining the size of the permanent magnet that would generate
the necessary hold forces. The models are still in the conceptual state and will be updated as new
information arises.

4.5 Preliminary Analysis
For our design concept, we went forward with using one electromagnet and one permanent
magnet. When designing an electromagnet, there are several factors that affect its strength such
as wire thickness, core diameter, number of turns, current, and material permeability. For our
preliminary analysis, the team decided to use iron core because it has a very high permeability.
The team decided to use wire made from copper because of its low resistance and good
conductivity. The dimensions of the core and wire are shown below on Table 4.
Table 4. Dimensions of core and wire.
Total Core Length, Lc (in)
Effective Coil Length, Lcoil (in)
Core Stepdown Length, Ls (in)
Core Diameter, Dc (in)
Core Stepdown Diameter, Ds (in)
Maximum Coil Diameter, Dcoil
Wire Thickness, t (in)

Discrete Uplock
6.25
5.5
0.75
1.00
0.75
1.75
0.0108

Distributed Uplock
5.00
4.375
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.75
0.0108

To determine the maximum size of the wire coil, the team assumed supports to be 0.25 in
thick for the discrete system and 0.125 in thick for the distributed system. With the given
dimension and a chosen wire thickness, we calculated that for the discrete system, there can be at
most 34 overlapping layers of wire surrounding the core and 509 turns for every layer, which
gives a maximum of 17,315 total turns. For the distributed system, we found that there can be at
most 11 overlapping layers and 405 turns per layer for a total of 4,456 turns. Our system is going
to use a 28V power source. The 30-gauge enamel coated copper wire the team is using has a
maximum current rating of 0.142 Amps. The team also assumed the core of the electromagnet
would be iron and have a relative permeability of 5000 μiron/ μair. These values were then used to
find the force generated by the electromagnet. The equation is shown below.
(𝑛𝐼)2 𝜇𝑜 𝐴
2𝑔2
Equation 1. In this equation, g represents air gap and A represents pole area.
𝐹=
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The maximum force generated after accounting for all the values and plugging them into
Equation 1 are shown in Table 5. This force assume that the maximum number of coils are wound
in to the current uplock designs, and there is another coil present next to the primary coil which
acts as a method for redundant release.
Table 5. Maximum electromagnet force generated with current configuration.
Force (lb)

Discrete Uplock
1677

Distributed Uplock
28

Table 6. shows sizing options A, B, and C, which are different sizes for the N52
neodymium disc magnets that demonstrates the potential issues that we have with the permanent
magnet portion of the design. The calculations that were used to calculate the pull force for the
neodymium magnet assumes that the neodymium magnet is attracted to a large steel plate. The
team was not able to find documentation that would provide the information necessary to calculate
the pull force between an iron core of an arbitrary size and a neodymium magnet. Real life testing
would have to be done to conclude whether the results of these force calculations, and our uplock
design’s pull force would be the same. These sizing options were generated to calculate the
necessary hold force of the discrete uplock only. Sizing option A is sized assuming that the
diameter is maximized, while the length is minimized. Sizing option C is sized assuming that the
diameter is minimized, and the length is maximized. Option B optimizes the volume, and weight
of the neodymium magnet to account for the unpowered hold force to reach over 1500 lb.
Increasing the diameter is more effective for increasing the pull force than increasing the length
of the magnet.
Table 6. Different sizing options for N52 neodymium disc magnets for the discrete uplock
design.
Magnet
Sizing Option
Diameter (in)
Length (in)
Remanent Flux Density
(Gauss)
Pull Force (lb)
Volume (in^3)
Density (lb/in^3)
Total Weight of Magnet (lb)

A
7.00
1.00

N52 Neodymium Disc Magnet
B
3.00
4.70

C
1.00
7.00

1.45E+04
757
38.48
10.43

1524.00
33.22
0.27
9.00

757
5.50
1.49

While analyzing different wire gauges, the team found that the maximum magnetic force
from the given volume is independent of the wire gauge. This is because increasing wire gauge
allows for more coils, but it decreases the maximum allowable current. In addition, the team found
that it would be reasonable to reach the desired load with the given space. However, there are
concerns about the length of wire needed and the effects of surrounding metal on the system.
More analysis will need to be done on the system.
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4.6 Final Analysis
The team found that the design methodology used during the preliminary analysis was not
sufficient to design a functional magnet. The equations used made to many assumptions and were
not giving us accurate results. Thus, we utilized the software Finite Element Magnetic Method
(FEMM) to complete the analysis. We also were able to reduce the overall weight by moving he
electromagnet to the same side as the permanent magnet. The analysis done in FEMM resulted in
the ideal geometry and number of coils to perform well while powered and unpowered. See
chapter 5 for the finalized design. See appendix G for the FEMM simulations.
4.7 Design Hazards
While in the process of designing the concept prototype, the team evaluated potential
hazards associated with the project. The team created a design hazards checklist (see Appendix
C) that discusses the primary hazards and what methods will be done to ensure the safety of the
team and anyone who operates the device.
The team identified six potential sources of danger and created plans to minimize the
probability of harm. In response to the potential of a pinching force, the team will ensure no
fingers are near the magnet when powered and a jig will be created to secure the system. To avoid
falling mass related injuries, the team will incrementally increase weights to monitor the system
and anticipate failure. In addition, the team will monitor the battery temperature and power to
ensure the battery operates safely. The device will need to be tested in a wide temperature range,
so the team will wear suitable protective equipment such as gloves and will use tongs to handle
the device to avoid injuries related to contacting very hot or cold surfaces. To make sure the
device is operated safely, use of the device will be restricted to the members of the team. Lastly,
the team will ensure ferrous materials are kept sufficiently far away when testing the magnetic
system to avoid the unexpected motion of metal projectiles.

4.8 Design Concerns
The team is confident that the design will have one permanent magnet and one
electromagnet to hold and release the uplock for both the discrete and distributed systems. The
team decided that the best way to manufacture the electromagnet was to build them ourselves. To
do this, there needs to be a way to wind small gauge wire around the core for thousands of turns.
Additionally, copper wire work hardens very easily, and wire breakage will likely be an issue.
More research and testing need to be done to ensure that there is no interference between the
primary and secondary windings since only one of the windings draws current at a time.
Additionally, further research and testing must be done to determine the feasibility of reaching an
unpowered force of 1500 lbs with permanent magnets. There are a lot of factors that still needs
to be analyzed that affect the performance of permanent magnets such as shape, size, materials
permeability, and coatings. Since some of our system components are made of metal, they are
prone to corroding. Therefore, we also need to consider the environment at which the magnet
operates. High humidity environments could cause corrosion to the core of the electromagnet,
coils, and permanent magnet.
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There are circumstances where magnetic field across the permanent magnet gets weaker
overtime. As mentioned in section 2.3, Both magnet and electromagnet performance are affected
by the temperature at which they operate. If the system is exposed to an extreme change in
temperature, it might demagnetize the magnets permanently and will weaken its performance. In
addition to temperature, the team is also concerned about the demagnetization of the permanent
magnet. Our unlocking mechanism requires current flowing through the electromagnet so that the
side of the electromagnet that meets the permanent magnet has an opposing magnetic field.
Exposing the permanent magnet to a strong opposing magnetic field could permanently
demagnetize it.
5.0 Final Design
The scope of this project involves three total systems. Those systems are the 150lb discrete
system, the 1500lb discrete system, and the distributed system. The 150lb distributed system and
the discrete system will be manufactured and tested, but the 1500lb discrete system will not be
manufactured due to safety concerns. The feasibility of the 1500lb system will be evaluated
through analysis. In addition, the performance of the 150lb system will be used to test the
feasibility of the overall concept.

5.1 Final 150lb Discrete System Design

Figure 24 Final 150lb Discrete System Design.
[A] Steel Housing, [B] Neodymium Magnet, [C] Spacer, [D] Electromagnet Core, [E] Bobbin,
[F] Electromagnet Windings, [G] Aluminum Contact Plate, [H] Steel Contact Plate
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The final design for the discrete uplock system (Figure 24) involves the use of a
permanent neodymium magnet [A] and an electromagnet [D, F]. The system holds the steel
contact plate [H] while unpowered and releases the steel contact plate when powered. The
system functions by diverting the path of the magnetic field. While unpowered, the magnetic
field of the permanent magnet travels through the steel contact plate. However, once the
electromagnet is powered, most of the magnetic field is diverted away from the steel contact
plate, reducing the magnetic force. Detailed visualizations of simulated magnetic field lines can
be found in Appendix G. In addition, detailed drawings for the 150lb discrete system can be
found in Appendix H.

This design will not meet all the design specifications. The 150lb system weight is
approximately 4.1lb which is greater than the 3lb weight goal set for the 1500lb system. Due to
the weight of magnets, even with optimization reaching the 3lb goal is not feasible even when
reducing the required force by a factor of 10. In addition, the powered hold force of 0lb will not
be met. The system will be able to reduce the force to under 2lb but will not be able to reach
zero. To reach 0lb, a permanent magnet would need to be attached to the opposing contact
surface. However, that configuration leads to a much larger number of turns needed for the
electromagnet, and a much greater weight. Even though these specifications will not be met,
this design was chosen because it optimally reduces the total weight of the system, which was
the primary concern of the sponsors.
The system is expected to provide the 150lb unpowered hold force and will come close
to reducing the powered hold force to 0lb. In addition, it is expected to release in under 1 sec,
release redundantly, operate at 28V, not operate using hydraulics, and have no moving parts.
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5.2 Discrete System Components

Figure 25 Section View of Final 150lb Discrete System Design.
[A] Steel Housing, [B] Neodymium Magnet, [C] Spacer, [D] Electromagnet Core, [E] Bobbin,
[F] Electromagnet Windings, [G] Aluminum Contact Plate, [H] Steel Contact Plate
The 150lb discrete system is composed of two independent components as seen in
Figure 25. The main component [A,B,C,D,E,F,G] separates from the steel contact plate [H].
The main component is composed of the permanent magnet [B], the electromagnet [D,F], and
supports [A,C,E,G]. Detailed drawing for all the manufactured parts can be found in Appendix
H.

Figure 26. 1” Thick, 1.5” Diameter Neodymium Magnet
The permanent neodymium magnet [B] provides the hold force while the system is not
powered and is seen above in Figure 26. The magnetic field from it primarily travels through
the electromagnet core [D], the steel contact plate [H], and the steel housing [A]. This holds the
steel contact plate onto the electromagnet core and the steel housing.
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Figure 27. Electromagnet Core
The electromagnet is comprised of the electromagnet core [D] and the electromagnet
windings [F]. The core (Figure 27) is made of low carbon steel because of its high permeability
and the windings are made of 22-gauge copper magnet wire. There are two separate windings
for the electromagnet. One winding serves as the primary coil and will be used to operate the
system. The other coil functions as a backup coil that can be powered in the case that the
primary coil fails. When powered, a magnetic field is generated that opposes the field of the
permanent neodymium magnet. This diverts the magnetic field away from the steel plate as
pictured in Appendix G. This reduces the hold force significantly as less magnetic flux travels
through the steel contact plate.

Figure 28. Spacer, Bobbin, and Aluminum Retaining Plate (left to right)
The support system is comprised of the steel housing [A], spacer [C], bobbin [E],
aluminum contact plate [G], and the required fasteners. Part drawings for these components can
be seen in Figure 28. The steel housing is in important part of the magnetic circuit and holds the
system together. There are mounting holes at the top to easily attach or remove the system. The
hole in the side of the steel housing is there to allow access from the windings to the power
source. The spacer prevents the permanent magnet from moving radially and ensures that the
coils are in the right location. The bobbin makes the winding process easier since the wires can
be wound onto the bobbin and then be easily added to the assembly. The steel housing is made
of 1080 steel because of its relatively high permeability. The spacer and bobbin will be made of
plastic and the aluminum retaining plate will be made of aluminum. These materials were
chosen because of their low permeabilities. The magnetic field is influenced greatly by the steel
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housing, but not by the rest of the supports. The support system is designed around ease of
manufacturability and avoiding damage to the permanent magnet.

5.3 Final 1500lb Distributed System
The 1500lb system is functionally identical to the 150lb system, but it is much larger. The
150lb system will be tested to evaluate the feasibility of the 1500lb system. In addition, analysis
will be conducted on the system to evaluate if the system would meet the 1500lb unpowered hold
force requirement, the powered hold force, and the design safety factors.
The system is expected to weigh approximately 47lb which is significantly more than the
goal of 3lb. A magnet that can achieve a hold force of 1500lb in ideal conditions with ideal
geometry weighs around 7lb. In addition, the large number of windings needed to reduce that
magnetic force also adds a large amount of weight. A magnet’s hold force also greatly depends
on the surrounding ferrous metal geometry. Increasing the amount of ferrous metal increases the
hold force of the permanent magnet, but it also increases the overall system weight. The system
is optimized with weight as one of the primary concerns and the system is still much heavier than
desired.
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The strength of the powered and unpowered hold force is simulated using Finite Element
Method Magnetics (FEMM) and the design safety factors are evaluated using Autodesk Fusion
360’s finite element analysis. Part geometry affects both the magnetic force, safety factors, and
system weight. Using those analysis tools, system weight was optimized while ensuring that the
magnetic force and safety factors remained in acceptable ranges.

5.4 Final Distributed System Design

Figure 29. Final Distributed System
[A] Steel Housing, [B] Neodymium Magnet, [C] Spacer, [D] Bobbin [E] Electromagnet
Windings [F] Electromagnet Core, [G] 12-24 Countersunk Flathead Screw, [H] Corner Bracket,
[I] Steel Mounting Plate
The distributed system (Figure 29) functions similarly to the discrete system covered in
Section 5.1. The main difference comes from the difference in mounting location and the screw
[G]. This system is intended to be mounted differently from the discrete system, so the bolts are
facing radially instead of axially. A corner bracket [H] is used to provide the appropriate
orientation. In addition a screw is used to hold the system together instead of the aluminum
contact plate. Due to the smaller scale, an aluminum plate that thin would be too difficult to tapp
and drill. An axial countersunk screw supports the system axially. The electromagnet core [F] and
the permanent magnet [B] both have through holes in the center to account for the screw.
The distributed system is intended to be used for distributed loads across door surfaces.
The system depicted in Figure 29 is a singular component. The system is comprised of multiple
point loads across a surface to provide a distributed force. Each component is expected to produce
a force of 24lb and will be spaced 6” apart. This produces a distributed load of 4lb/in which can
be scaled up for longer surfaces. Each component is expected to weigh around 1lb which leads to
a distributed weight of approximately 0.15lb/in. This is higher than the distributed weight goal of
0.03lb/in.
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Similarly, to the discrete system, the distributed system is expected to provide the 4lb/in
unpowered hold force and will come close to reducing the powered hold force to 0lb. In addition,
it is also expected to release in under 1s, release redundantly, operate at 28V, not operate using
hydraulics, and have no moving parts.

5.5 Distributed System Components

Figure 30. Final Distributed System Section View
[A] Steel Housing, [B] Neodymium Magnet, [C] Spacer, [D] Bobbin [E] Electromagnet
Windings [F] Electromagnet Core, [G] 12-24 Countersunk Flathead Screw, [H] Corner Bracket,
[I] Steel Mounting Plate
The components for the distributed system are very similar to the components discussed
in Section 5.2. A labeled view of these components is above in Figure 30. There are differences
caused by the difference in mounting the core. The aluminum mounting plate from the discrete
system is replaced with a single countersunk flathead screw [G]. In addition, there are holes in
the electromagnet core [F] and the permanent neodymium magnet [B]. The mounting system is
also different and uses a corner bracket [H].

Figure 31. Ring Neodymium Magnets
The permanent neodymium magnet supplies the magnetic field that holds the steel contact
plate to the system while unpowered. The magnets used can be seen in Figure 31, above. The
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magnetic field travels through the permanent neodymium magnet, the electromagnet core, and
the steel housing. It has a hole in it to allow for the screw to pass through it.

Figure 32. Electromagnet Core
The electromagnet diverts the magnetic field away from the steel plate when powered.
This greatly reduces the hold force on the steel contact plate. The electromagnet core (Figure 32)
has a countersunk hole in it to allow for the screw to go through it while maintaining the flat
contact surface. This system also features a secondary set of windings which will allow for
redundant release.

Figure 33. Corner Machine Bracket
The support for the distributed system involves the use of the steel housing to complete
the magnetic circuit and provide structural stability. The screw used is a countersunk flathead
screw and it is fastened with a nut to a corner bracket (Figure 33). The corner bracket has slots to
allow for fine adjustments to location.
To ensure our design would work as planned we used the software Finite Element Method
Magnetics (FEMM) to simulate each design. This software can account for the non-linear material
properties of each component and determines how all the components will interact with each
other; this would be very difficult to do by hand. A MATLAB script was setup to run the FEMM
simulations so the geometry could be changed easily, and many design options could be run
quickly. A simple loop was set up in MATLAB to sweep a range of geometry options and plot
the simulation results, this allowed us to find the optimal values for a lot of the geometry options
such as the steel plate thickness, the core diameter, the steel case thickness and the number of coil
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turns. The software was verified by simulating various permanent magnets from vendors such as
McMaster-Carr and seeing how the simulation results compared to the manufacturer values, it
was found that the values matched very well. This provided us with enough confidence to move
forward using the software. The geometry for each uplock was tweaked for a large range of values
until the design met as many specifications as possible (see Appendix G). The discrete uplock
was tweaked until it was as light as possible but getting the weight below the specification value
proved to be difficult.
To ensure our design would meet the specification of unlocking in less than one second
the electromagnet was modeled as a LR circuit, which consists of an inductor and resistor in
series. The time constant for this circuit could be found via the circuit properties from the FEMM
simulation (see Appendix G). Since the rise time for the circuit is related to the time constant, we
can determine how long it will take for the electromagnet to get to full strength. It was found that
all uplock configurations have a rise time much less than one second.

5.6 Maintenance and Safety Consideration
The main goal of the discrete system is to hold a load of 1500lb force unpowered. Since
1500lb force is a large amount of force, it is not safe to build or test without using the right
equipment. The team will build a scaled down version of the final product which will generate a
hold force of 150lb instead. To ensure our safety during testing, the loading will start small and
increase to 150lb with 10lb increments. Thus, the system will be monitored, and preventative
action can be performed before it fails.
The next two concerns are related to an electrical component of our design. Our system
will be powered using a power source at 6-9A and up to 28V. The design uses enamel coated
copper coils placed inside a steel housing and the team will verify that there is no damaged wire
that may expose the user to any electric current. Any exposed wire will be insulated if possible or
clearly labeled.
Finally, when designing the uplocks, the team was concerned that if the system breaks,
the electromagnets would not release. To counter this concern, the team decided to have a
secondary coil winding around the electromagnet and be powered using a back-up battery (there
are going to be 2 separate coils wound around the electromagnet). Therefore, if the main system
fails to power the electromagnet, the back-up battery and secondary coil can be used to power the
electromagnet.

5.7 Structural Prototype
The team needed a way to wind the magnet wire efficiently because the design of the final
prototype requires the winding of hundreds of coils on to the electromagnet cores. In Figure 34,
a 3D CAD model of the design is shows how we intended to build the winding jig. One end of
the core was drilled, and bottom tapped in the center to a dimension that allowed the team to
screw a 2” threaded rod on to one end of the core. This rod allowed the core to be fashioned to
the powered hand drill and spun to create the electromagnet windings. The wire is guided in
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through a guider piece that can be rotated around a single axis so that the wire could be neatly
wound across the core. Behind the guider piece is a mount for two magnet wire spools that carry
the magnet wire that was used to wind the core. The resistance of the spools can be tuned with
the wing nut on the end of the threaded rod to adjust the tension of the wire during winding.

Figure 34. 3D SolidWorks model of the electromagnet winding jig which includes a 2-spool
mounting system, a wire guide, and a powered hand drill to hold the core.
The actual electromagnet winding jig that was built, shown in Figure 34, includes the
layout of the proximity sensor (white box with digital number display that is wired to an orange
cylindrical piece). It sits underneath the spinning portion of the powered hand drill and counts
every time a tiny magnet comes in proximity with the sensor. A proximity sensor is important in
the winding jig design to count the number of turns that the wire makes over the core. Number of
turns dictates the amount of hold or pull force created by the electromagnet and counting the
number of turns will help the team verify the preliminary calculations for the electromagnet
design
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Figure 35. Electromagnet winding jig that was built based on the 3D CAD model from Figure
34 which includes a proximity sensor which was not modeled in Figure 34.
Figure 36 shows the core during the winding process. Two 3D printed circular end pieces
were used to keep the wires on the core. The team found that the guiding of the wire was easier
to do when the guiding was done by hand instead of with the guider. Despite the number of turns,
guiding wire by hand was relatively easy. The proximity sensor worked well and counted the
number of turns that drill made during the winding process. The actual diameter of the core after
it was finished winding was 15% larger than expected from the preliminary calculations after
1000 turns of two coils of magnet wire. The team is confident that the electromagnetic winding
jig will perform well during the manufacturing of the final prototype.

Figure 36. Steel core of the structural prototype in the process of getting wound on the
electromagnet winding jig.
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5.8 Cost Analysis
A cost analysis of the spending that the team has done for the structural prototype, final prototype,
test jig, and travel expenses (Table 7) show the cost breakdown for each critical component of the
project. This table considers what has been spent for parts and does not account for the shipping
and taxes associated with the final price paid for each order. The totals also do not account for
travel expenses for the trip the team took to General Atomics for environmental chamber testing
Costs associated with materials that were purchased but not used were also left out. For a more
detailed cost breakdown for each prototype, see Table 8 through 12.
Table 7. A cost breakdown which includes prototypes and subsystems compared to a budget
breakdown from Cal Poly and General Atomics.
Structural Prototype

Cost

System
Subtotal
Prototype
Subtotal
Total

Final Prototype

Test Jig

Winding
Jig

Electromagnet
System

Discrete
System

Distributed
System

Shared
Parts

Frame and Weights

169.10

47.99

127.12

48.96

256.56

336.70

217.09

432.64

336.70

986.43

5.9 Design Concerns
Certain areas of the design were not investigated but the final design functions well. For
instance, no analysis was done on the thermal systems and the heat considerations. The system is
intended to be run for less than a second at a time, which limits the time heat is generated.
However, a large amount of power is dissipated by the windings, which may produce significant
temperature values. The team found that heat was not an issue with both the scaled down 150lb
discrete system and the distributed system, but heat dissipation solutions may need to be
implemented on the full scale 1500lb discrete system.
In addition, the fastening of the system for the 150lb discrete system currently uses small
screws near the edge of the case. These holes may pose a problem in manufacturing as aligning
the holes may be difficult and a mispositioned hole will lead to the metal being too thin and
potential breakage during manufacturing. A fastening issue with the original design of the discrete
and distributed system and how it would have been held together internally with epoxy was solved
and discussed in Section 5.10.
5.10 Design Modifications from Critical Design Review
To solve the fastening issues discussed in the above section, the team decided to use
internal retaining rings for both the distributed and discrete systems. Both the full scale and
reduced scale discrete uplocks would feature internal retaining rings. These would help
mechanically fasten the system axially and would prevent components from becoming dislodged
from the system. The electromagnetic coils had to be moved further from the contact surface and
a groove had to be added to the housings to accommodate for the internal retaining rings. The
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distributed system would still use a central screw to fasten the core, as there was much less space
to work with in the smaller design; However, the retaining ring would be essential to fastening
the electromagnetic windings.
6.0 Manufacturing
The distributed and discrete systems were designed with ease of manufacturability in
mind. The discrete landing gear system consists of two sub-assemblies: the permanent magnet
and electromagnet. Each sub-assembly is manufactured separately, and there are two individual
components that interact with each other. The distributed door system also consists of
electromagnet and permanent magnet sub-assemblies. The size of the distributed system is
significantly smaller due to the lower required load. An overview of the manufacturing processes
and materials needed can be found in Appendix F.
Instructions on the manufacturing of the coil winding jig are provided. The coil winding
jig was used in winding the final prototypes of both systems. Alternative methods of winding can
be used in place of the coil winding jig to achieve similar results. Instructions for building the test
fixtures are also included.
6.1 Material Procurement
Tables 8 through 13 show the price break down for the cost of the structural prototype,
and the final prototype that was built in the spring 2021 and fall 2021 quarter, and where the team
procured the parts that were needed for each prototype. Table 8 and Table 9 represent the
structural prototype and are broken down into the electromagnet portion and the winding jig
portion, respectively. The same winding jig that was built in the structural prototype will be used
to wind the final prototype discrete and distributed systems. Table 10 represents the parts shared
between the discrete and distributed system final prototypes. The parts in this table will need to
be used during the manufacturing process for both systems. Table 11 and Table 12 represent the
final prototype and are broken down into the electromagnet portion and the winding jig portion,
respectively. Table 13 highlights the part costs associated with constructing the test fixture that
would sit in the environmental chamber during testing.
Table 8. Vendor and price for the parts required to construct the electromagnet portion
of the structural prototype.
Vendor
McMasterCarr

Structural Prototype: Electromagnet System
Part
Product Name
Quantity
Number
Low-Carbon Steel Rod 1"
8920K231
1
Diameter, 1' Long
Mil. Spec. Medium-Strength Steel
99894A141
1
Hex Head Screw
Low-Carbon Steel Bar 1/4" Thick,
8910K571
1
3" Wide, 2' long
Total

Price/Piece

Total

12.94

12.94

5.73

5.73

29.32

29.32
47.99
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Table 9. Vendor and price for the parts required to construct the winding jig portion of the
structural prototype.
Structural Prototype: Winding Jig
Vendor

Amazon

Home
Depot

Product Name
DIGITEN LCD Digital 0-99999 Counter 5
Digit Plus UP Gauge + Proximity Switch
Sensor with Magnetic
Onyx Professional 100% Acetone Nail
Polish Remover Kit With 7" Fashion Nail
File, 16 Fl Oz
Gorilla Super Glue Gel, 20 Gram, Clear,
(Pack of 1)
Duck Clean Release Blue Painter's Tape,
2-Inch (1.88-Inch x 60-Yard), Single Roll,
240195
Frost King P115R/3 Clear Polyethylene
Drop Cloths (3 Pack), 9' x 12' x 1Mil
BeeSure BE1118 Nitrile Powder Free
Exam Gloves, Large (Pack of 100), Strips
EMF Meter Meterk Electromagnetic
Radiation Detector Digital LCD backlight
for Testing Ghost, Magnetic Field, Electric
Field Radiation and Ambient Temperature,
Sound-Light Alarm, Max/Average value
Lock
Hanging Weight Scale | 660lb Digital
Electronic Weighing Scale with Accurate
Sensors | for Hunting, Outdoor, Bass
Fishing, Big Game, Farm, Large Luggage,
Hoyer Patient Lift, Bow Draw Weight and
More
1 in. x 3 in. x 8 ft. Eastern White Pine
Furring Strip Board
1-1/2 in. Zinc-Plated Corner Brace Value
Pack (20-Pack)
#8 x 1-1/2 in. Zinc Plated Phillips Flat Head
Wood Screw (100-Pack)
#6 x 1/2 in. Zinc Plated Phillips Flat Head
Wood Screw (100-Pack)
8 oz. Titebond II Ultimate Wood Glue
6412U 3/4 in. x 3/4 in. x 48 in. Pine Round
Dowel
1/4 in.-20 Zinc Plated Wing Nut (4-Pack)
1/4 in. x 24 in. Zinc Threaded Rod
6408U 1/2 in. x 1/2 in. x 48 in. Hardwood
Round Dowel
Total

Part Number

Quantity

Price/
Piece

Total

B01DNLRAU
A

1

13.46

13.46

SADHB21

1

3.99

3.99

7700104

1

6.48

6.48

240195

1

5.27

5.27

P115R/3

1

6.29

6.29

BE1118

1

20.66

20.66

MK54

1

38.76

38.76

B07P7Y6XF1

1

31.24

31.24

63926440

2

3.00

5.99

18564

1

10.44

10.44

801842

1

8.60

8.60

801752

1

4.53

4.53

5003

1

4.28

4.28

10001806

1

3.53

3.53

802371
802147

1
1

1.27
2.13

1.27
2.13

10001804

1

2.19

2.19
169.10
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Table 10. Vendor and price for the parts shared by the discrete and distributed systems.
Vendor
Home Depot

McMasterCarr

Amazon

Final Prototype: Discrete and Distributed System Shared Items
Item
Part Number Quantity Price/Piece
3M 14.6 oz. Hi-Strength 90
Store SKU #
1
13.98
Low VOC Spray Adhesive
1006479821
High-Strength 1045 Carbon
Steel
8924K91
1
121.82
Rod, 4" Diameter, 1 Foot Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rod
8920K291
1
29.84
1-3/8" Diameter, 1 Foot Long
BNTECHGO 22 AWG Magnet
Wire - Enameled Copper Wire
- Enameled Magnet Winding
Wire - 1.0 lb - 0.0256"
ECW22AWG
4
21.98
Diameter 1 Spool Coil Red
1LB
Temperature Rating 155℃
Widely Used for Transformers
Inductors
Total

Subtotal
13.98
121.82
29.84

87.92

256.56

Table 11. Vendor and price for the parts needed to build the discrete system.
Vendor

McMaster-Carr

Final Prototype: Discrete System
Product Name
Part Number Quantity

Price/Piece

Subtotal

Tight-Tolerance Low-Carbon
Steel Bar 1/8" Thick, 3" Wide,
1 Foot Long

9517K361

1

21.02

21.02

Internal Retaining Ring for 27/16" ID, Black-Phosphate
1060-1090 Spring Steel (pack
of 5)

99142A625

1

6.87

6.87

Tight-Tolerance Low-Carbon
Steel Bar 1/4" Thick, 3" Wide,
1 Foot Long

9517K446

1

31.03

31.03

Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum
Sheet 1/8" Thick, 8" x 8"

89015K239

1

14.69

14.69

5862K136

1

53.51

53.51

Neodymium Magnet
Magnetized Through
Thickness, 1" Thick, 1-1/2"
OD
Total

127.12
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Table 12. Vendor and price for the parts needed to build the distributed system.
Vendor

McMaster-Carr

K&J Magnetics

Final Prototype: Distributed System
Item
Part Number Quantity
Internal Retaining Ring
for 2-9/16" ID, Black99142A615
1
Phosphate 1060-1090 Spring
Steel

Price/Piece

Subtotal

9.68

9.68

Corner Machine Bracket
with 2 Mounting Slots, 6061
Aluminum, 1-1/2" x 1" x 1"

2313N793

3

8.93

26.79

Mil. Spec. Stainless Steel Hex
Drive Flat Head Screw
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 1-1/2"
Long

94518A525

1

6.33

6.33

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut
1/4"-20 Thread Size, ASTM
F594 (pack of 50)

92673A113

1

2.06

2.06

NdFeB, Grade N52 Ring
Magnet 3/4" od x 1/4" id x 1/4"
thick

RC44-N52

1

4.10

4.10

Total

48.96
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Table 13 Vendor and price for the parts needed to build the test fixture used in the
environmental chamber.
Vendor
Amazon

Home Depot

McMasterCarr

Final Prototype: Test Fixture
Item
Part Number
Explore Land 2-in-1 Saddle Weight Bag Universal
B084WTDDP4
Filled with Water & Sand
West Chester Holdings, Inc. Large Leather Palm
Store SKU #
with Spandex BOH TPR
1005356384
Store SKU #
Everbilt 1/4 in. Zinc-Plated Quick Link
436771
Crown Bolt 3/16 in. x 3 in. Zinc-Plated Steel Eye
Store SKU #
Bolts with Nut (2-Piece per Pack)
625507
Crown Bolt 3/16 in. x 1 in. Metallic Stainless Steel
Store SKU #
Fender Washer (3 per Pack)
207801
Medium-Strength Steel Hex Nut Grade 5, 1/2"-13
95505A605
Thread Size (pack of 50)
Medium-Strength Grade 5 Steel Hex Head Screw
Zinc-Plated, 1/2"-13 Thread Size, 3" Long, Fully
92865A724
Threaded (pack of 5)
Grade 8 Steel Washer Black Ultra-Corrosion98026A115
Resistant, 1/2" Screw Size, 1.375" OD (pack of 5)
Low-Carbon Steel Bar 1/8" Thick, 2" Wide, 2 Feet
8910K399
Long
Aluminum Threaded Rod, 1/4"-20 Thread Size, 5"
93225A878
Long, Packs of 10
6061 Aluminum Hex Nut, 1/4"-20 Thread Size,
90670A029
Packs of 100
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Hex Drive Flat Head
91253A199
Screw, 8-32 Thread Size, 1" Long, Packs of 50
18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut, 8-32 Thread Size,
91841A009
Packs of 100
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Socket Head Screw, 1032 Thread Size, 2-1/2" Long, Fully Threaded,
90044A121
Packs of 25
18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut, 10-32 Thread Size,
91841A195
Packs of 100
Low-Strength Zinc-Plated Steel Hex Head Screw,
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 2-1/2" Long, Fully Threaded,
91309A552
Packs of 25
Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum 90 Degree Angle
with Round Edge, 1/8" Thickness, 2" High x 2"
8982K14
Wide Outside, 2' Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 2" x 2" Outside Size, 6
6527K284
Feet Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 2" x 2" Outside Size, 3
6527K284
Feet Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" Outside
6527K274
Size, 1 Foot Long
6527K274
Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum 90 Degree Angle
with Round Edge, 1/4" Thickness, 3" High x 3"
6527K274
Wide Outside, 1' Long
Total

Quantity

Price/Piece

Subtotal

1

26.99

26.99

1

14.98

14.98

4

13.2

52.8

1

1.28

1.28

1

1.28

1.28

1

10.58

10.58

2

6.05

12.1

1

11.71

11.71

1

10.71

10.71

1

15.68

15.68

1

8.22

8.22

1

10.29

10.29

1

3.46

3.46

1

17.81

17.81

1

3.49

3.49

1

5.04

5.04

1

17.01

17.01

2

42.6

85.2

1

25.56

25.56

1

11.24

11.24

1

21.27

21.27
336.70
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The part procurement process involved ordering from Home Depot, McMaster-Carr, K&J
Magnetics, and McMaster-Carr. The items were ordered online for in-store pickup or delivered
to a team member’s house. The costs in Table 8 through 13 do not account for taxes and shipping
charges. $587.34 remains of the $2000 budget that GA-ASI has budgeted to the senior design
project and $57.71 remains of the $1000 budget that Cal Poly has budgeted to the senior design
project. $623.14 was taken from the Cal Poly budget to pay for the travel expenses during the
visit to GA-ASI in Poway, CA on November 10th, 2021, to November 11th, 2021, for
environmental chamber testing. The CNC labor costs for machining the discrete and distributed
housings at the Cal Poly Mustang 60’ Machine Shop were estimated to cost approximately $378
at a rate of $27 per hour for 14 hours. The CNC student machinist could not retrieve appropriate
quotation information from the Mechanical Engineering Office at Cal Poly to properly charge the
team’s account and the CNC labor charges ended up costing $0.

6.2 Winding Jig
The winding jig was designed to be easily manufactured with limited tools. Its
construction was mostly made up of commonly available lumber and hardware. The required
materials were 34” of 2x4 lumber, 12” of 1x3 lumber, a metal L bracket, 24” long ½” diameter
dowels, a proximity counter sensor, a small piece of plywood to mount everything, and a handheld
drill. The team started by cutting two pieces of 2x4 to 12”, then cutting one piece of 2x4 to 3”,
cutting one piece of 2x4 to 8”, and finally cutting one piece of 1x3 to 12”. Next the team drilled
two ½” holes in one of the 12” 2x4s, followed by drilling two 9/16” holes in the 8” 2x4, these
holes aligned with the previous two 1/2” holes. Then a 17/64” hole was drilled in the 8” and 12”
2x4 centered between the two previous holes. Then the two 12” 2x4 were connected to each other
using the L bracket and the assembly was screwed to the plywood. Next the proximity sensor was
mounted to the plywood using the included bracket and a small screw. Finally, the hand drill can
was mounted to the plywood.

Figure 37. Winding Jig.
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6.3 Electromagnet for Discrete Uplock
There were three materials needed to manufacture the electromagnet for the discrete
uplock. The materials needed to manufacture the electromagnet for the discrete uplock included:
3
ABS 3D printing filament, Steel rod (1 8 in diameter, 1 ft long), and a spool of 22-gauge wire.
The first step in constructing the electromagnet was to print the plastic bobbin and spacer (Figure
38) using a 3D printer. ABS filament was used for this part because of its high glass transition
temperature.

Figure 38. Distributed System Bobbin 3D Printed from ABS Filament.
The team used a bandsaw to cut the 1 ft steel rod to 2.25 in long. A turning operation was
completed using a lathe to turn the steel core (Figure 39) to reduce the diameter from 1.375 in to
1.3 in and face the steel rod to 2 in long.

Figure 39. Distributed System Core.
Next, the bobbin was placed in the drill chuck to start the winding process. Two sets of
wire were guided onto the bobbin while the drill was running at a low speed. Two spools were
needed to have both the primary and secondary coils. Wooden disks and a threaded rod with nuts
were used to prevent the coil from expanding outward while being wound. Adhesive was sprayed
every few layers to hold the coils together. The team was able to achieve 365 of the 450 desired
coils. (Figure 40 & 41).
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Figure 40. Coil Winding Process.

Figure 41. Discrete System Coils.
Finally, the steel core was placed in the center of the bobbin (Figure 42).

Figure 42. Discrete Electromagnet Subassembly.
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6.4 Electromagnet for Distributed Uplock
The materials needed to manufacture the electromagnet for the distributed uplock
3
included: ABS 3D printing filament, steel rod (1 8 in. diameter, 1 ft. long), and a spool of 22gauge wire. The bobbin was printed using ABS because of its high thermal resistance (Figure 43).
This bobbin is like the discrete system bobbin, but much shorter, since less coils are needed.

Figure 43. Distributed System Bobbin.
The steel rod was cut into 1 in. rod sections using the bandsaw. Then, using a lathe, the
rods were turned from 1.375 in in diameter to 0.7 in in diameter, faced from 1 in in length to 0.7
in in length, and a 0.266 in countersunk through hole was drilled into the center.

Figure 44. Distributed System Core.
Next, the bobbin was placed in the drill chuck to start the winding process. Two sets of
wire were guided onto the bobbin while the drill was running at a low speed. Two spools were
needed to have both the primary and secondary coils. Wooden disks and a threaded rod with nuts
were used to prevent the coil from expanding outward while being wound. Adhesive was sprayed
every few layers to hold the coils together. The team was able to achieve 268 of the 300 desired
coils. (Figure 45). The steel core was then placed in the center of the bobbin.
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Figure 45. Distributed System Coils.
6.5 Outer Casing for Discrete and Distributed Uplock
The discrete and distributed uplock housings were manufactured out of low carbon round
steel stock. The team decided on using a CNC mill to machine the stock due to the case’s design
complexity. Since the part is mainly circular, the part was initially machined on a lathe before
being finished on the CNC mill. CNC milling the parts provided the best part finishes with the
least chance for error.

Figure 46. Discrete Housing being machined on the lathe.
In addition, the team cut aluminum disks using a water jet (Figure 47). A sheet of 1/8 in
aluminum was cut into circular plates used to hold together the discrete system (Figure 48).
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Figure 47. Water Jet in Mustang ‘60.

Figure 48. Water Jet Aluminum Plate.
6.6 Tensile Test Mounting Fixtures
The team then manufactured the items needed for the tensile test machine. Contact plates
were needed to attach to the magnetic system and fixtures were needed that could attach to the
jaws of the tensile test machine. The discrete system contact plate (Figure 51) was made by cutting
a ¼ in low carbon steel plate into a 3in x 3in square using a vertical band saw (Figure 49) and
drilling four 8-32 countersunk clearance holes using a drill press (Figure 50)
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Figure 49. Cutting the Contact Plates with a Vertical Bandsaw.

\
Figure 50. Drill Presses.

Figure 51. Discrete System Contact Plates.
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Next, the fixture for the tensile test machine was manufactured by cutting a 3” aluminum
angle into 3” sections using a horizontal band saw (Figure 52) and drilling holes with the drill
press. Hooks were attached to allow for the fixture to function in the environmental chamber test.
The hooks must be removed before use in the tensile test machine. The contact plates attach to
the fixture using 8-32 flathead screws and nuts.

Figure 52. Horizontal Band Saw.

Figure 53. Discrete Tensile Test Fixture.
The process was repeated for the distributed system. The distributed system contact plate
(Figure 54) was made by cutting a 1/8” low carbon steel plate into a 3” x 3” square using a vertical
band saw (Figure 49) and drilling four 10-32 clearance holes using a drill press (Figure 50).
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Figure 54. Distributed System Contact Plate.
The distributed system fixture for the tensile test machine was manufactured by cutting a
2” aluminum angle into 4” sections using a horizontal band saw and drilling holes with the drill
press.

Figure 55. Distributed System Tensile Test Fixture.
6.7 Environmental Chamber Test Jig
A test frame was needed for the environmental chamber tests. The environmental
chamber’s dimensions were 36” x 36” x 36” so the frame was designed to be at most 32” in any
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dimension. It was manufactured by cutting 2” square steel tubing into 32” and 28” lengths and
welding the pieces together. In addition, round tubing was welded to the top to act as mounting
points.

Figure 56. Environmental Test Chamber Frame.
In addition, the weights needed for the test were manufactured. A sandbag was filled with
25lb of rocks for the distributed system test and 113lb of scrap metal was used for the discrete
system test (Figure 57).
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Figure 57. Environmental Test Chamber Weights.
6.8 Assembly
The discrete uplock is assembled by putting the neodymium magnet into the spacer to
help center the neodymium magnet inside the housing and inserting it into the housing as one
component. The bobbin is then placed over the spacer and neodymium magnet that is already
inside the housing. The hole in the center of the bobbin allows the electromagnet steel core to
slide in perfectly. To hold the system together there is an aluminum contact plate that goes on top
of the electromagnet, forming a flat aluminum surface that will meet the steel plate on the landing
gear for the locking mechanism. Finally, there is 4 bolts on the side to hold the aluminum contact
plate to the housing.
The assembly of the distributed system is like the discrete system. However, for the
distributed system there is an additional countersunk flathead screw going through the whole
system. The spacer will promptly follow into the casing along with the neodymium magnet to
ensure the spacer will form a strong bond with the housing. The neodymium magnet should look
centered, and the hole of the permanent magnet concentric to the hole of the case. Next, the bobbin
that has the electromagnet windings and the steel electromagnet core is placed over the permanent
magnet. The hole of the electromagnet must look concentric to the permanent magnet and steel
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housing hole. Then, the ¼-20 stainless steel flat head screw will be inserted through the system
using the hole provided. Finally, the corner bracket will be slid on from the other end of the screw
and tighten with a nut.
6.9 Challenges
There were a couple of challenges that came up during the manufacturing process. The
biggest struggle that came up was time. All parts took a considerable amount of time to
manufacture. Most parts were self-built, such as testing jigs for environmental chamber and
tensile test machine, base plate, steel core for the electromagnet, and winding jigs. Each part
would take about 3 hours to complete. However, there were some parts that required outsourcing
like 3D printing and CNC machining. The Cal Poly Mustang 60’ Machine Shop helped the team
with these services because they were able to meet the required capability and was cheaper
compared to other CNC services off campus. The 3D printing took approximately two to three
days after the file was sent to them for us to have eight of our parts printed. On the other hand,
CNC machining took much longer. It took approximately four weeks until we received our parts.
Considering that the machinist working in the Cal Poly Mustang 60’ Machine Shop are also
students, there were a lot of schedule conflicts and waiting on the CNC machinist to have time to
work on the part. Additionally, there was a delay on some of the parts that we ordered because of
the U.S. supply chain disruption.
Finally, the electromagnets were manufactured using a drill and winding jig that was made
early in the quarter. This process was very tedious because it required three people; one to spin
the drill, one to guide the wire and one to spray the adhesive. The speed of the drill had to be kept
very slow to get a neat and well packed coil. Regardless, it was impossible to reach the target
number of windings because our design had tight tolerances and we didn’t leave much room for
error. Our coil winding efficiency was based on the results of the structural prototype but since
the new coils were much shorter you had to switch the direction of winding much more frequently.
This introduces a small bump every full wrap and makes it very difficult to achieve the desired
packing density.
6.10 Production Recommendations
For future production of this design, there are a few changes that could improve the
efficiency of manufacturing. The most difficult part to manufacture is the outer case. It requires
a large amount of stock where most of the material needs to be removed. An alternative method
would be to cast the entire part in iron. This would greatly reduce the material waste and lessen
the machining time required. Alternatively, the case could be manufactured from two parts that
are welded together. This would allow steel tubing to be used for the main part of the case and
the endcap/mounting flange could be made from steel plate. A two-part design would require
minimal machining especially if the tubing was selected appropriately. However, the wall
thickness would have to be increased for the welded sections, which would impact the system
weight. More research and testing would be required to determine how the weld joint, and heat
affected zone effect the magnetic properties of the part.
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Bobbins for winding electromagnets and inductors are available in a range of sizes and
can be custom ordered if a unique size is required. It is recommended that these are outsourced
since there is already an abundance of options. There are coils available that come pre-wound
around a bobbin however since the design requires the coil to have two independent windings
these standard options will not work. Winding the bobbing in a production setting will require a
purpose-built coil winding machine. These machines work by spinning the bobbin around its axis
while a wire guide moves longitudinally back and forth to wind the coil. Winding these coils by
hand is unfeasible for larger part counts. Also since there are two coils being wound it is
recommended that bifilar wire be used. Bifilar wire is two pieces of magnet wire that are bonded
together. Using bifilar wire will prevent the two wires from separating during winding which can
cause messy windings and bird’s nesting.
The cores for the discrete and distributed uplock are both standard parts that can be made
on any manual lathe, use of a CNC lathe would speed up the process greatly but isn’t necessary.
The contact plate also doesn’t require any specialized tooling, it only requires a saw cut and a few
drilled holes. Using a CNC mill would be beneficial for larger production quantities.

7.0 Design Verification
To verify that the functional prototype met all design specifications, various compliance
methods were used. These methods include inspection, testing, and analysis. These various
compliance methods are outlined in the Engineering Specification Table (Section 3.4)
7.1 Inspections
Seven design specifications were verified through inspection. The number of systems that
release in electronic failure (Specification 5) were determined by inspecting if either the
distributed or discrete systems released when power was disconnected. Similarly, the number of
redundant release systems (Specification 6) were determined by inspecting the number of
redundant methods of release. In this case, the additional methods of release were the additional
coils that could be powered in case the primary coil was damaged.
The discrete landing gear lock weight and the distributed door lock weight (Specifications
8 & 9) were both determined by weighing the systems. The number of hydraulic parts and the
number of moving parts (Specifications 14 & 15) were also determined by inspecting the system.
These parameters were designed around and could be determined before the physical system was
constructed.
In addition, the system voltage (Specification 11) was monitored throughout the tests
outlined below in Section 7.2 to ensure that the required voltage remain under the maximum
system voltage.
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7.2 Tests
Four tests were conducted to verify the functionality of the prototypes. All tests tested
both the discrete and distributed systems, but they had unique specifications based on their
respective design criteria. The test procedures used can be found in Appendix D.
Unpowered Hold Force
The unpowered hold force tests for the uplock systems were performed using a Lloyd
Instruments/Ametek LD50 dual column 50kN (11240 lbf) testing machine with a custom T-joint
test fixture shown in Figure 58. The uplock systems were secured to their own custom test fixture
constructed out of aluminum components to ensure that the magnetic fields from the uplocks were
not affected by the fixture itself. Each uplock system was secured into the jaws of the LD50
individually for testing. The LD50 was programmed to apply an incremental force per unit
distance to pull each uplock system off their own respective steel contact plate and the LD50
recorded the distance elapsed (mm) and pull force (lb) data as a .CSV file.

Figure 58. The distributed system (left) and discrete system (right) secure onto their test fixtures
and clamped down with the jaws from the LD50 in the hold position.
Using the data collected from the LD50, the force applied to the uplock systems per unit
time is shown in Figure 59 for the discrete system and Figure 60 for the distributed system. Both
figures show that the force for each trial rises from 0 lbf to a plateau in force before rising again
to reach its peak hold force value. This plateau may be attributed to the flex in the design of both
systems. As the housing of each system begins to get pulled apart from the contact plate, the
housing is the first component of the system that separates from the contact plate. The point where
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the housing releases is where the plateau of forces begin. At this point, the snap ring, and
aluminum plate that hold down the internal components of the housing begin to flex. Once the
snap ring and aluminum plate can no longer flex, the steel core that is still in contact with the
contact plate allows the hold force to climb to the peak hold force. The hold force begins to drop
as the steel core releases from the contact plate.
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Figure 59. The unpowered hold force data for the discrete system.
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Figure 60. The unpowered hold force data for the distributed system.
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Environmental Chamber Test
The discrete and distributed systems were be placed in a heat oven to verify that the system
works in the operational temperature range of -65.2°C to 159.8°F. GA-ASI granted the team
permission to use their Russells RHD-2710-10-WC heat oven to test the final prototype to verify
both systems meet the operational temperature range requirements.
The environmental test fixture shown in Figure 61. was placed into the heat oven with a
113lb load hanging from the discrete system and a 24lb load hanging from the distributed system.
A thermal mass placed on the floor of the heat oven was used to replicate the larger discrete
system to determine when both uplock systems would be fully saturated at the temperature
requirements. A thermocouple was placed in a center drilled hole of the mass to output
temperature data from the center of the mass. The oven temperature was increased to 159.8°F and
the components inside the oven were left to soak before the thermal mass reached its maximum
temperature shown in Table 14. After checking whether both systems held, the oven door was
opened to decrease the hanging load of the discrete system to 23lb and the distributed system to
5lb. After waiting for both systems to return to the temperature requirement, both systems were
supplied current incrementally to the point of release of the contact plate from the electromagnet.
The oven door was opened, and the original weight load was returned to both systems before
closing the oven door again.

Figure 61. Discrete and distributed system in the hold position fixed to the environmental test
fixture.
The oven temperature was decreased to -65.2 °F and the uplock systems were allowed to
saturate for several hours. The same procedure that was used on the upper temperature limit was
used for the lower temperature limit. The results are shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Environmental chamber results for the discrete and distributed system.
Parameter
Low
Temperature
(~-65.2 °F)

High
Temperature
(~159.8 °F)

Actual
Temperature
Achieved (°F)
System Held
Unpowered
(Y/N)
Current Required
for Release (A)
Actual
Temperature
Achieved (°F)
System Held
Unpowered
(Y/N)
Current Required
for Release (A)

Discrete
System
(113lb load)

Discrete
System
(23lb load)

Distributed
System
(24lb load)

Distributed
System
(5lb load)

-65±1

-65±1

-65±1

-65±1

Y

Y
9.75

157±1

157±1

Y

6.75

157±1

157±1

Y
9

6

Release Time Test
The same test fixture that was used in the environmental chamber test was used in this test
to secure both systems vertically and allow for a contact plate with hanging weights to hold to
each system. An iPhone 12 mini filming at 60fps was used to record powered release trials for
both systems and both primary and secondary coils. One team member recorded the trials while
another team member powered on the coil. Each recording was then processed in Avidemux 2.7.8,
a video editing software. Avidemux allowed the team to record the time of starting frame, where
the LED associated with powering on the power supply turns on, and the time of ending frame,
where the contact plate shows movement away from the electromagnet. The difference of the two
times were recorded as shown in Table 15.
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Table 15. Release time test results
Discrete
Coil

Primary

Secondary

Trial
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Time
Elapsed
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050

Average Time Elapsed

0.050

0.050

Distributed
Coil

Primary

Secondary

Trial
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Time
Elapsed
0.050
0.050
0.034
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.033
0.050
0.050
0.034

Average Time Elapsed

0.047

0.043

Powered Hold Force Test
The same test fixture that was used in the environmental chamber test and the release time test
was used in this test to secure both systems vertically and allow for a contact plate with hanging
weights to hold to each system. The following steps were performed on each system iteratively:
1. A good load underestimate was placed under each system that the team thought would
force the contact plate to release.
2. Current values were incrementally stepped up and the electromagnet was powered after
each step up until the contact plate released.
3. The weight of the load was decreased.
4. The steps 1 through 3 were repeated until the minimum possible load could be released.
This represents the lower current limit.
5. The current was increased at the minimum possible load until the contact plate stopped
releasing. This represents the upper current limit.
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Each system could release the minimum load of its contact plate only at the range of
currents shown in Table 16. The recommended current for the minimum load of each system to
release is the midpoint of the upper and lower limit of each current range.
Table 16. Powered hold force test results.
System

Minimum Load (lbf)

Current
Range (A)

Recommended
Current (A)

Distributed
Discrete

0.425 (contact plate weight)
0.615 (contact plate weight)

9.15-10.35
12.0-12.6

9.8
12.3

7.3 Results and Analysis
Table 17. Unpowered Hold Force Results with Statistical Uncertainty.
Unpowered Hold Force (lbf)
Distributed
60.72 ± 10.86
Discrete
148.28 ± 8.72
A simple uncertainty analysis was performed on the data for the unpowered hold force
test. Using the sample data, the load cell resolution, and Student’s t-distribution chart, the team
was able to find the total statistical uncertainty with a 95% confidence interval.
The unpowered hold force results ended up being much higher for the distributed system.
There was also a lot of spread in the data. This could be due to the testing set up and fixturing.
However, since no values fell below the required hold force and the lower limit of the uncertainty
range is above the required hold force, the team can say that it passed the test. The discrete system
had much more consistent results, and the desired value did fall within the uncertainty range.
However, the lower limit of the uncertainty range is below the required value so the team cannot
say that the discrete system passed the unpowered hold force test.
The powered hold force results were much lower than required. Both systems were able
to release with only the weight of the contact plate, which is the minimum testable weight. This
means that the required current to release the landing gear could be lowered, and the system would
still function. This would reduce power consumption and heat generation.
Both systems released much faster than the one second requirement, as predicted by our
analysis. This means that the system can be pulsed on in very short intervals which will reduce
power consumption and heat generation.
Both systems operated in the environmental chamber at the high and low temperatures.
Both systems required an additional 0.75 amps of current to release at the low temperature. This
occurred because permanent magnets get stronger at low temperatures, thus the current had to be
increased to cancel out the stronger magnetic field. The main concern of running higher current
is overheating the electromagnet, however since the temperature would be very low this is not a
concern.
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The remaining specifications were evaluated based on inspection. The overall cost was
kept below the $3000 budget given to us in total by our sponsors and Cal Poly. The uplocks have
a redundant system in the form of a secondary coil. The system voltage is below 28V.
Table 18. Summary of Required Specifications and Results.
Unpowered Discrete
hold force 150lb
Unpowered
distributed hold force
4lb/in
Discrete Powered
hold force
< 15lb
Distributed powered
hold force < 3lb
Holds retracted in
electronics failure
Redundant release
ability
Operates in -54C to
71C

Fail

Releases within 1 sec

Pass

Operates using 28V
DC power

Pass

No hydraulics

Pass

No moving parts

Pass

Reasonable Cost

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

7.4 Specifications Not Met
As stated earlier, Specifications 10, 12, and 13 from the Engineering Specification Table
were no longer pursued because a former employee of GA-ASI, who would have been responsible
for aiding the team in completing these specifications, is no longer working at GA-ASI.
In addition, the discrete landing gear lock weight, and the distributed door lock weight
specifications (Specifications 8 & 9) both could not be met. Early in the design phase, it was
determined that these weight goals would not be feasible for this project. The permanent magnets
needed for the system were heavier than the weight constraints even when optimized for weight.
The system would also have additional weight from the electromagnet and steel pieces needed to
create a magnetic circuit. It was agreed to continue the project above the weight goal, but to still
try to minimize the weight. The magnetic components of the system were designed with the
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dimensions that minimized weight, and the support components were designed to use as little
material as possible while still being manufacturable and meeting safety factors.
Wide variations in the unpowered hold force tests led to the specification not being met
with high confidence for the discrete system. The desired force fell within the of the range of
experimental values and the median values is below the specification; the variation in results is
too high to confidently state that the unpowered hold force specification for the discrete system
has been met. There is a lot of variation in the distributed data as well but not a single value fell
below the required hold force. Thus, the team is much more confident that the distributed system
passed.
7.5 Challenges and Recommendations for Future Testing
The team had to overcome a few challenges during testing process. One such challenge
was to brainstorm and manufacture jigs, fixtures, and holders to perform the tests. The team had
to manufacture and design some test jigs that would mount to the testing machines to hold our
system. Since two pieces of test equipment were being utilized (LD50 test machine and
environmental chamber) and there were two different systems (distributed and discrete), the task
at hand was to design and manufacture four test jigs; each of these components took considerable
time to build.
Moreover, there was a challenge with the weight used in the test jig inside the
environmental chamber. The team had to obtain a 150lb weight that was relatively compact to fit
inside our test jig and environmental chamber for the temperature test. The initial idea was to use
bags of marble chips and load them one by one into cargo nets which would be hung onto the
system. However, this option was too bulky for our test jig. In the end, the team decided to use
pieces of scrap steel found around the machine shop and organized them to fit the dimension of
the test jig. Additionally, it was difficult to load and unload the weight to and from the
environmental chamber because the entrance door was small. This was especially true when
unloading the weight from the chamber to test the powered released force at the high and low
temperature point.
Furthermore, the team experienced some difficulty with our test using the LD50 test
machine. The T-joint became bent on one side; seeing as this T-joint was clamped to the machine,
the error was not realized until after the test had been completed. This caused errors in the data
collection. To remedy the situation, a new jig was manufactured, and the test was redone. It was
also a challenge to schedule a time with the composite lab student assistant to get access of the
lab due to schedule conflict.
For future testing using the LD50 test machine it is recommended that a rigid fixture is
designed so that there is no bending moment that could pry the magnet off the plate. It is also
recommended that a fixed displacement rate is chosen over a fixed loading rate. We got the most
consistent results with a slower displacement rate around 5 mm/min.
Finally, for future testing using the environmental chamber, it is recommended that a
system be designed to reset the weights without opening the door. This would allow the tests to
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be completed much faster and more efficiently. Every time the door is opened, the system must
return to the desired temperature which could take an hour or longer.
8.0 Project Management
The initial stage of the design process consisted of gathering information from the sponsor,
GA-ASI, and what their needs and wants were for the project proposal. Then, the team collected
technical research on pertinent patents, existing products, scientific journals, research reports,
government reports, and books. With the gathered information, the team created a problem
statement with the sponsors needs in mind, to use as the foundation of the senior project. The
problem statement helped the team create a quality function deployment (QFD) in the form of a
House of Quality to prioritize the sponsor’s needs. The tasks from gathering information for the
project to creating a House of Quality are used to formulate the scope of work.
Several tasks had been completed in preparation for presenting the Preliminary Design
Review. The team used functional decomposition to process the problem before beginning the
ideation process. Functional decomposition works by allowing for a task to be broken down into
smaller parts through thoughtful analysis during team discussions. Once the task was broken
down, it was easier to identify which problems needed to be solved. The ideation process involved
individual contributions, as well as contributions collaboratively, to brainstorm ideas that would
work in solving the problem. Drawings and simple models of each team member’s ideas were
constructed to facilitate the understanding of each idea. The team generated ideas and built several
ideation models to compare how well they fit the customer’s needs before selecting a concept
prototype. This concept prototype underwent a preliminary analysis before it was built to get a
rough idea of the scale. Then the concept was modeled on computer-aided drafting (CAD)
software. The Preliminary Design Review outlined the physical model, CAD drawing, and
preliminary analysis of the concept prototype.
Following the presentation of our Preliminary Design Review, some calculations were
done on strength, stiffness, and areas of possible failure. A deeper analysis of the concept provided
the proper preliminary calculations for tweaking the design further in CAD software and gave the
team enough information to present in the Critical Design Review before proceeding to the build
phase of the design process. During the last week of the spring 2021 quarter, the team conducted
a Manufacturing and Test Review to update the advisor and the sponsor about the status of the
build phase. The build phase took a pause for summer break which lasted from the month of June
through September. Manufacturing of the final prototype occurred through the first eight weeks
of the fall 2021 quarter, and after week eight, the team performed testing for an additional week
on the final prototype. The findings were presented in the form of a Final Design Report and at
the senior design expo. Table 19 outlines all the key milestones for this project.
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Table 19. A summary of the key milestones for the duration of the senior design project that are
also outlined in the Gantt chart. (Ref. Appendix E)
Key Milestones

Date of Completion

Problem Statement

Jan 28, 2021

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

Jan 28, 2021

Scope of Work (SOW)

Feb 4, 2021

Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

Mar 4, 2021

Interim Design Review (IDR)

Apr 8, 2021

Critical Design Review (CDR)

May 4, 2021

Manufacturing and Test Review

June 4, 2021

Senior Design Expo

Nov 18, 2021

Final Design Report (FDR)

Dec 2, 2021

9.0 Conclusion
This Final Design Review report outlines the design details of the final design including
what it accomplished, how it functioned, and the sponsor’s specifications that was met. The team
performed analysis including Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software in Fusion 360, and Finite
Element Method Magnetics (FEMM) software. CAD drawings are attached to this document as
a record and dimension reference. The team successfully performed all the required
manufacturing processes to build the prototypes. The team was able to perform all the required
testing to verify that the systems were able to meet the required specifications. The team was able
to capture all the data and confirmed that the proof of concepts performed as expected, except for
the discrete system during the unpowered hold force test.
9.1 Recommendations
If the project were to be redone, the team would start the analysis in FEMM much earlier.
The team started off using hand calculations and spreadsheets to try and size the magnets which
was unreliable and tedious. The use of FEMM generates more accurate results for complex
geometries. More time could be spent optimizing the design and more robust methodology could
be employed. It was difficult to completely optimize the design space since each simulation was
so computationally expensive. There were many parameters that could be changed, and the design
space was large. For future analysis it is recommended that a sensitivity study be done on each
parameter to determine which ones have the greatest effect on the magnetic forces, then these
parameters could be tuned to see which combination produces greatest hold force for the least
weight.
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If this system was implemented on an actual aircraft, there are a few safety considerations
that should be highlighted regarding the design of both systems. Having a large magnet inside the
housing is a safety concern to those working maintenance on the UAV with tools made of
ferromagnetic materials (such as steel). This can be dangerous when a crew is doing maintenance
work near the magnet since the magnet can attract these tools toward the magnet and create an
unexpected projectile. To keep the maintenance crew safe, an insulated cover for the magnet
should be made. This cover will need to be put on the system when maintenance on the aircraft
is in progress and removed after it is done. Regular maintenance on the uplocks, such as checking
for dust, dents, and rust can help the system to have longer operating life and prevent the system
from experiencing an unexpected failure.

9.2 Next Steps
Overall, this proof of concept was partially successful, the team took a novel idea and
proved that it would work. The ideal weight required to put this technology on a UAV was not
met, but the weight could certainly be reduced further given enough time and resources. Some
potential ideas are to use Halbach arrays, N52 neodymium magnets and lightweight wire for the
coils such as aluminum. The placement of the magnets could also be reconsidered because short
magnets with a large diameter gives the best hold force to weight ratio. The distributed systems
have much more lateral room, which is ideal, but the discrete system is limited to a narrow and
tall space.
The main issue with magnets is that they are heavy relative to weight they can hold, a pin
or latching mechanism will always hold more force for a given weight. The benefit of this system
is that it can be complete sealed and thus very reliable and corrosion resistant. Additionally, the
extra weight of the magnetic uplock could be offset since you don’t need any hydraulic systems
or mechanisms to operate the uplock.
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Functional Decomposition

Figure B.1 Functional Decomposition
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Appendix C
Design Hazards Checklist
Y

N

X

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar
action, including pinch points and sheer points?
X

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

X

4. Will the system produce a projectile?

X

5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
X

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

X

7. Will the system have any sharp edges?

X

8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?

X

9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

X

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?
X

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?

X

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?

X

13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either
the design or the manufacturing of the design?

X

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?

X

15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as
fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?

X

16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

X

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain
on reverse.

Figure C.1 Design Hazards Checklist

C-2
Descriptions of Design Hazards
Table C.1 Descriptions of Design Hazards
Description of Hazard
1) During testing of holding
force, permanent magnet
may accidently actuate and
pinch anything between the
electromagnet
and
permanent magnet.

Planned

Actual

Date

Date

Planned Corrective Action
During testing, verify there are no fingers 6/4/21
in between the magnets at all time. Test
electromagnet system with thick safety
gloves on. Create testing jig to secure
magnet and electromagnet.

11/8/21

5) The system is going to be During testing, the load will start small and 6/4/21
tested with a certain amount will be increased by 10 lb increments.
of weight.
Thus, we will be able to monitor the weight
and anticipate the failure.

11/8/21

10) The system will have a The battery temperature and power will be 6/4/21
backup battery powerful monitored to ensure it is operating
enough to release the magnet correctly.

11/8/21

15) The system is expected The method of testing the device at these 6/4/21
to operate in a temperature temperatures is yet to be decided, but care
range of -54C to 71C.
will be taken to wear the proper protective
equipment when handling very hot and
cold temperatures. Protective gloves and or
tongs will be used to avoid skin contact
with unsafe surfaces.

11/8/21

16) Improper operation of
the system would be unsafe
due to the electrical currents
and
magnetic
forces
associated with the device.

The system will only be used in controlled 11/18/21 11/8/21
environments and only by members of the
team. Care will be taken to ensure that the
device’s use is limited to situations where
everyone’s safety can be guaranteed.

17) The system has the Care will be taken to ensure that when 6/4/21
additional
hazard
of operating and testing the device, ferrous
including large magnetic materials will be kept sufficiently far away
forces.
to prevent objects from causing harm.

11/8/21

C-3
Risk Assessment

Figure C.2 Risk Assessment
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Appendix D
Design Verification Plan
Table D.1 Design Verification Plan
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

W22 Landing Gear and Door Uplocks

Sponsor:

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems

Edit Date: 11/15/2021

TEST PLAN
Test
#

Specification

Test Description

1

Discrete uplock
Measure hold force using tensile test
unpowered hold force machine in composites lab. The
150 lb
system will not be powered during
this test.

2

Distributed uplock
Measure hold force using tensile test
unpowered hold force machine in composites lab. The
24 lb
system will not be powered during
this test.

Discrete uplock
powered hold force
below 15 lb

Force

Variable Power
Supply
Force

5

Distributed release
time under 1 second
6

Operational
Temperature Range

Record a video of the system
releasing and determine the amount
of time from being powered to the
system releasing.

Record a video of the system
releasing and determine the amount
of time from being powered to the
system releasing.

Place discrete and distributed
systems in environmental chamber
and verify that the system works
within the temperature range.

Kevin

11/3/2021

11/3/2021

Garrett

11/8/2021

11/8/2021

Powered Hold Force Found current to release
<0.615 lb at 12.4 amps contact plate alone
(minumum possible weight)

Distributed
System

Garrett

11/8/2021

11/8/2021

Powered Hold Force
<0.425 lb at 9.6 amps

Discrete
system

Chris

11/8/2021

11/8/2021

Primary Coil: 0.050s;
Secondary Coil: 0.050s;
(average time elapsed
over 5 trials)

Both systems easily
achieved release time of
under one second during
testing.

Chris

11/8/2021

11/8/2021

Primary Coil: 0.0470s;
Secondary Coil: 0.0430s;
(average time elapsed
over 5 trials)

Both systems easily
achieved release time of
under one second during
testing.

Jason

11/10/2021 11/11/2021 System held unpowered
at -65.2°F and 159.8°F.
At -65.2°F the discrete
system released with a
23lb load at 9.75A and
the distributed system
released with a 5lb load
at 6.75A. At 159.8°F the
discrete system released
with a 23lb load at 9A
and the distributed
system released with a
5lb load at 6A.

Test mount

<1 sec

Camera, Variable
Power Supply
Time

TIMING
Start date Finish date
11/3/2021 11/3/2021

Numerical Results

Notes on Testing

Average hold force:
118.7 lb

Core detached from system
and remained attached to
contact plate when housing
released at ~100 lb. This
reduced contact led to less
hold force.

Average hold force:
26.4 lb

Mount flexed and load path
was not through center

Found current to release
contact plate alone
(minumum possible weight)

Contact plate

<3lb

Camera, Variable
Power Supply
Time

Discrete
system

Kevin

Responsibility

Contact plate

<15lb

Determine the minimum amount of
force to release the system when
powered.

4

Discrete system
release time under 1
second

>24lb

Instron Tensile test Distributed
machine.
System
Composites lab.
Test mount

Variable Power
Supply
Force

Distributed uplock
powered hold force
below 3 lb

7

Measurement Acceptance
Required
Parts Needed
s
Criteria
Facilities/Equipmen
Instron Tensile test Discrete
machine.
system
Composites lab.
Test mount
Force
>150lb

Determine the minimum amount of
force to release the system when
powered.

3

TEST RESULTS

Distributed
System
Test mount

<1 sec

Russells RHD-271010-WC (A18-1804)
Environmental
Chamber in General
Atomics Facilities
in Poway, CA.
Operation -65.2°F to 159.8°F

Discrete and
Distribtuted
Systems
Environmental
chamber test
frame

After both systems released
under the -65.2°F conditions,
we opened up the chamber
and reconnected both
systems to their contact
plates. We retested the
powered release and found
that the discrete system
released with a 23lb load at
9.75A and the distributed
system released with a 5lb
load at 6.75A (same current
as first powered release).

D-2
Design Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

Table D.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

System /
Function

Provide Hold
Force

Potential Failure
Mode

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Secondary coil not
powered, system not
released

Landing gear/doors
jams

lock no longer provides landing gear/ doors
hold force
open unexpectedly

hall effect sensor is
positioned incorrectly

magnetic field
differences will not be
detected

Secondary
No repulsive force,
electromagnet system
System not released
not functional

Insufficient power
supplied

Provide
lock won't release
Release Force

Provide
Redundant
Release

Detect Latch
State

hall effect sensor shifts latch state readings will
due to magnetic loads not be accurate

W22 Design Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target
Completion Date

Action Results

Actions Taken

Current
Detection
Activities

Current
Preventative
Activities

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

105

3

5

7

1) select correct
magnet to withstand
demagnetization
forces.
2) stress analysis
3) provide shielding
from debris or
coating to prevent
build up.

1) measure
permanent
magnet pull
strength or
mangetic field
strength
2) test system
under load
3) inspect
magnet surfaces

1) permanent magnet
becomes demagnetized
2) Failure in load path
(housing breakage, or
mounting fastener failure)
3) debris causing gap
between perm. mag. and
core.

100

90

5

40

5

Do furthur design analysis
on the magnetic field
generated by the
Chris
electromagnets and look
135
Analysis 4/8/2021
for the most suitable
Testing 6/3/21
materials for the application
and do testing with all
prototypes

2

5

120

2

5

Do increased reseach on
150 power supplies and select
suitable wires.

2

2

10

9

3

1) Do some
testing with the
model
2) Material
quality inspection
3) Measure the
repulsive force

5

100

4

9

3

1) Test voltage
and current
output of battery
2) Inpect wires
and check
continuity

5

Determine a redundant
120 method for measuring latch Garrett 4/8/2021
state

10

2

1) Inspect coils
and check
continuity.
2) Inspect core
for damage
3)Test system for
release ability

10

Kevin 4/8/2021

2

- make sure
sensor is
positioned the
right way and
correctly
distanced from
magnetic field
with testing

RPN

6

RPN

Detection

Research for high strength
180 material with low magnetic Jason 4/8/2021
properties

Detection

10

1) Furthur stress
analysis
2) Make sure the
cable and wires are
in good condtion
before
manufacturing the
electromagnet

1) Test battery,
ensure it meets
specifications
2) select a durrable
wire that meets
current load
requirements

1) read
documentation for
sensor
2) calibrate sensor
for wide range of
magnetic forces
3) do more research
on hall effect
sensors

1) Secondary battery
doesn't provide enough
10 power
2) Wires to power coils
damaged

1) sensor too far away
2) sensor too close
3) sensor positioned in
the wrong direction

1) deflection analysis

1) select durrable
wire and wind it
carefully
2) Stress Analysis
3) Check with right
hand rule before
soldering

1) sensor mount too
flimsy

1)Secondary coil
damaged
10 2)Core broken
3)Current provided in
wrong direction

6

6

Severity

Occurence

- test sensor
mount under
load

Occurence
3

1)Electrical failure (cable
and/or coil breaks)
2)Not enough current
flowing through
3)Electromagnet and/or
permanent magnet
mount breaks
4)Ran out of power
source
5)Permanent Magnet
and/or electromagnet
core breaks

Severity
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Test Procedures
Powered Hold Force Test Procedure
Team: W22
Test Name: Powered hold force test
Purpose:
To determine the residual holding force of the two electromagnetic systems (discrete and
distributed) while powered.
Scope:
This function tests for the residual powered hold force of the electromagnet/permanent magnet
systems to the steel plate.
Equipment:
-

Lloyd Instruments/Ametek LD50 dual column 50kN (11240 lbf) testing machine

-

Discrete uplock system
Discrete uplock system custom mount
Distributed uplock system
Distributed uplock system custom mount
Power supply

Hazards:
-

Crush hazard: When the steel plate needs to be attached to the electromagnet unpowered,
both parts could snap together quickly which could crush fingers that are in the way.
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PPE Requirements:
-

Wear thick work gloves when handling the removal and attachment of the
electromagnet/permanent magnet system to the steel plate.
Wear safety goggles to protect eyes from possible flying fragments if steel plate and
electromagnet accidently slam together.

Facility:
Composites Lab
Procedure:
Discrete System
1) Ensure that the tensile test machine is zeroed and calibrated correctly
2) Secure the discrete system to the tensile test machine in the hold position using a custom
mount
3) Turn on power supply to power electromagnet (run discrete system at 22V and 6A).
4) Increase the tensile force until the system releases.
5) Record the maximum force achieved before separation.
6) Repeat for a total of ten trials for the discrete system.
Distributed System
7) Ensure that the tensile test machine is zeroed and calibrated correctly
8) Secure the discrete system to the tensile test machine in the hold position using a custom
mount
9) Turn on power supply to power electromagnet (run distributed system at 13V and 6A).
10) Increase the tensile force until the system releases
11) Record the maximum force achieved before separation.
12) Repeat for a total of five trials the distributed systems.

Results:
Pass Criteria:
Discrete System: powered hold force is below 15lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Distributed System: powered hold force is below 3lb with 95% confidence (15 samples)
Fail Criteria:
Discrete System: powered hold force exceeds 15lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Distributed System: powered hold force exceeds 3lb with 95% confidence (15 samples)
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Test Date(s):
Test Results:
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sample
Mean
(X̄ )
Sample
STDev
(σ)

Performed By:

Distributed System
Max hold force (lb)

Discrete System
Max Hold Force (lb)
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Unpowered Hold Force Test Procedure

Team: W22
Test Name: Unpowered Hold Force Test

Purpose: (This is the purpose of the test)
To determine the maximum holding force of the two electromagnetic systems (discrete and
distributed) while unpowered.
Scope: (Defines what feature or function the test is for)
This test determines the hold force of the electromagnet/permanent magnet systems to the steel
plate while the system is not powered. Both systems involve an electromagnet and a permanent
magnet. While the system is not powered, the hold force depends entirely on the permanent magnet
since no current flows through the electromagnet.
Equipment: (List of equipment necessary)
-

Lloyd Instruments/Ametek LD50 dual column 50kN (11240 lbf) testing machine

-

Discrete uplock system
Discrete uplock system custom mount
Distributed uplock system
Distributed uplock system custom mount

Hazards: (list hazards associated with the test)
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-

Crush hazard: When the steel plate needs to be attached to the electromagnet unpowered,
both parts could snap together quickly which could crush fingers that are in the way.

PPE Requirements: (e.g. safety goggles, respirators)
-

Wear thick work gloves when handling the removal and attachment of the
electromagnet/permanent magnet system to the steel plate.
Wear safety goggles to protect eyes from possible flying fragments if steel plate and
electromagnet accidently slam together.

Facility: (Where the test should occur)
Composites Lab (192-135)
Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
Discrete System
1) Ensure that the tensile test machine is zeroed and calibrated correctly
2) Secure the discrete electromagnet system to the tensile test machine using a custom mount in
the hold position.
3) Increase the tensile force in increments of 10lbf for the discrete system.
4) Record the maximum force achieved before separation.
5) Repeat for a total of 10 trials for the discrete system and a total of 10 trials for the distributed
system
6) Power down the tensile test machine. Remove the electromagnet system from the tensile test
machine.
Distributed System
7) Ensure that the tensile test machine is zeroed and calibrated correctly
8) Secure the distributed electromagnet system to the tensile test machine using a custom mount
in the hold position.
9) Increase the tensile force in increments of 3lbf for the discrete system.
10) Record the maximum force achieved before separation.
11) Repeat for a total of 10 trials for the distributed system.
12) Power down the tensile test machine. Remove the electromagnet system from the tensile test
machine.
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Results: Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test
Pass Criteria:
Discrete System: Unpowered hold force exceeds 150lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Distributed System: Unpowered hold force exceeds 24lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Fail Criteria:
Discrete System: Unpowered hold force does not meet 150lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Distributed System: Unpowered hold force does not meet 24lb with 95% confidence (10 samples)
Test Date(s):
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Test Results:
Trial

Distributed System
Max hold force (lb)

1

x

2

x

3

x

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sample
Mean
(X̄)
Sample
St Dev.
(σ)
Performed By:

Discrete System
Max Hold Force (lb)
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Release Time Test Procedure
Team: W22
Test Name: Release Time Test
Purpose:
To determine the amount of time required to release the electromagnetic system.
Scope:
This experiment tests for the functionality of the release mechanism and determines if its responsiveness
meets the desired speed.
Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

60 fps Camera
Computer with video editing software (e.g., Shotcut, iMovie)
Variable Power Supply
Discrete uplock system
Discrete uplock system custom mount
Distributed uplock system
Distributed uplock system custom mount
Attachable weights (150lb/24lb)

Hazards:
•

Crush hazard: When the system releases, the steel plate and weights could fall and
cause injury.
PPE Requirements:
• Wear thick work gloves when handling the removal and attachment
of the electromagnet/permanent magnet system to the steel plate.
Facility:
Composites and Structures Lab
Procedure:
Discrete System
1. Ensure that the discrete system is unpowered.
2. Mount the discrete system to the support frame.
3. Mount the 150lb steel weights to the steel contact plate.
4. Mount the camera on a stable tripod. Ensure the power supply, electromagnet and steel
plate are in clear view.
5. Begin recording video at 60fps. Ensure that everyone is a safe distance away from the
system.
6. Briefly power the discrete system at 6A and 22V to release the steel plate. NOTE: If the
optimal current is found to not be 6A in the current test, use the optimal current instead.
7. If the system fails to release, attach additional weight (25lb for discrete system and 5lb for
distributed system) and retry the release mechanism. Record that the additional weights
had to be used.
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8. Allow time for the system to cool down (1 minute)
9. Using video editing software, count the number of frames from the power being turned on
(LED lighting up) and release (motion of the steel plate) to determine the time needed for
release.
10. Repeat for a total of 5 trials per coil (primary and secondary) for the discrete system
Distributed System
11. Ensure that the distributed system is unpowered.
12. Mount the distributed system to the support frame.
13. Mount the 150lb steel weights to the steel contact plate.
14. Mount the camera on a stable tripod. Ensure the power supply, electromagnet and steel
plate are in clear view.
15. Begin recording video at 60fps. Ensure that everyone is a safe distance away from the
system.
16. Briefly power the distributed system at 6A and 13V to release the steel plate. NOTE: If the
optimal current is found to not be 6A in the current test, use the optimal current instead.
17. If the system fails to release, attach additional weight (25lb for discrete system and 5lb for
distributed system) and retry the release mechanism. Record that the additional weights
had to be used.
18. Allow time for the system to cool down (1 minute)
19. Using video editing software, count the number of frames from the power being turned on
(LED lighting up) and release (motion of the steel plate) to determine the time needed for
release.
20. Repeat for a total of 3 trials per coil (primary and secondary) for the distributed system.
Results: Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test
Pass Criteria:
Discrete System: Release time under 1 second
Distributed System: Release time under 1 second
Fail Criteria:
Discrete System: Release time exceeds 1 second
Distributed System: Release time exceeds 1 second
Test Date(s):
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Test Results:

Trial run
Primary 1
Primary 2
Primary 3
Primary 4
Primary 5

DISCRETE SYSTEM
Passing Target
Time Recorded
Primary Coil

< 1 Seconds

Test Result
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail

Secondary Coil
Secondary 1
Secondary 2
Secondary 3
Secondary 4
Secondary 5

Trial run
Primary 1
Primary 2
Primary 3

< 1 Seconds

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
Passing Target
Time Recorded
Primary Coil
< 1 Seconds

Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail

Test Result
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail

Secondary Coil
Secondary 1
Secondary 2
Secondary 3

Performed By:

< 1 Seconds

Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
Pass / Fail
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Environmental Chamber Test Procedure
Team: W22
Purpose: (This is the purpose of the test)
Test that the magnetic uplock systems operate in the operational temperature range. (-65.2°F to
159.8°F)
Scope: (Defines what feature or function the test is for)
Verify that the magnetic uplock systems will release when powered and holds while unpowered.
Equipment: (List of equipment necessary)
-

-

Discrete magnetic uplock system
Distributed magnetic uplock system
Discrete and distributed contact plates
Discrete and distributed contact plates with mounts for loads
Test fixture system
o Frame
▪ 1/4 -20 2.5” screws & nuts
o 1/8” wire rope supports
o 24lb distributed system sandbag weight
o 113lb discrete system metal weights
▪ 1x Square Tube
▪ 3x angle steel
▪ 1x rectangular steel
▪ 4x 1/2” nuts
▪ 2x end straps
o Discrete mounting block
▪ 1/4-20 threaded rods and nuts
o 2x 90-degree angles for distributed system
▪ 1/4-20 bolts and nuts
Thermocouple
Steel round stock
Temperature resistant gloves
Safety glasses
DC variable voltage supply (required to run at 22V max and 13V max)
Russells RHD-2710-10-WC environmental chamber (provided by General Atomics)
Tape (for cable routing)

Hazards: (list hazards associated with the test)
-

Burn hazard: When the steel plate and the electromagnetic uplock system needs to be
reconnected after being heated up to the upper temperature limit.
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-

Freeze hazard: When the steel plate and the electromagnetic uplock system needs to be
reconnected after being cooled down to the lower temperature limit.
Crush hazard: When the system releases, large metal weights fall a small distance. Use
caution when loading system and avoid placing limbs or fingers under weights.

PPE Requirements: (e.g. safety goggles, respirators)
-

Oven mitts
Safety glasses – for ALL attendees

Facility: (Where the test should occur)
General Atomics Facilities in Poway, CA. Building 18
Day 1
Test Set Up:
1. Assemble test frame with wire rope supports for discrete and distributed. Add 1/4 -20
2.5” screws to legs and fasten with nuts.

2. Attach discrete system to test frame beam with a block of wood between the frame and
the system.
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3. Attach distributed system to test frame using 90-degree angle and 1/4-20 screws/nuts.

4. Place test frame in environmental chamber. Have distributed system facing door for
easier access
5. Route cables out of the chamber.
6. Attach the wood block with the steel contact plate to the distributed system. Place long
way such that the long side of the block is parallel to the feet.
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7. Hook steel square tubing on to the quick links on the discrete T-joint

8. Attach steel contact plate and square tubing to the discrete system such that the opening
in the square tubing faces the user.
9. Attach both discrete wire rope links to the T-joint links (on the side opposite of the Tjoint link fastener).
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10. Place the rectangular steel and one angle piece inside of the square tube and bolt end
straps on.

11. Place the remaining two steel angle pieces on the outside of the square tubing and bolt in
place with 1/2 -13 nuts hand tight
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12. Place the 24lb sandbag onto the quick link underneath the distributed system steel plate.

13. Tether the 24lb sandbag to the cross member on the test frame using the wire rope link.
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14. Set up dummy thermal mass to sit on a piece of wood inside the floor of the
environmental chamber and hook up thermocouple wire leads to sit inside the drilled hole
inside the mass. Plug the wire access holes to insulate the chamber.
Test Procedure:
Day 1
15. Turn environmental chamber to upper temperature limit of 159.8°F.
16. Wait for thermocouple reading of the dummy mass to reach 159.8°F, approximately 4
hours.
17. If possible, check on system every 30 min to determine if system is still holding.
18. Once systems reach 159.8°F, note if the systems held while warming up.
19. Open environmental chamber.
20. CAUTION: HOT. Remove upper angle plates from discrete system. Then remove end
straps, angle steel, and rectangular steel in that order.
21. Remove 25lb sandbag and replace with 4lb sandbag.
•

25lb: (Remove wire rope link first, then the link to the contact plate.)

•

4lb: (Attach to contact plate link first, then the wire rope link)

22. If system released, reattach to contact plate.
23. Close chamber and allow to return to 159.8°F
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24. Once systems reach 159.8°F, power on primary coil [#1] on the discrete system with the
DC voltage supply at 0.5A for less than one second, wait one minute and increase current
by 0.5A until the discrete system releases.
25. Reset system voltage and current to 0V & 0A
26. Power on primary coil [#3] of the distributed system with DC voltage supply at 4.0A for
less than one second, wait 10 seconds and increase current by 0.5A until the distributed
system releases.
27. Turn off the environmental chamber.
28. Open the environmental chamber door for one hour and allow test fixture and both
systems to cool off for safe handling.
29. Once at a reasonable temperature, reconnect discrete system to its steel plate.
30. Return each steel weight to the discrete system’s load.
•

Place the rectangular steel and one angle piece inside of the square tube and bolt
end straps on.

•

Place the remaining two steel angle pieces on the outside of the square tubing and
bolt in place with 1/2 -13 nuts hand tight

31. Reconnect distributed system to steel plate
32. Remove 4lb sandbag and replace with 25lb sandbag.
•

4lb: (Remove wire rope link first, then the link to the contact plate.)

•

25lb: (Attach to contact plate link first, then the wire rope link)

33. Turn environmental chamber to lower temperature limit of -65.2°F. (Program to start 4
hours before arrival)
34. Allow the temperatures to saturate the system overnight.
Day 2
35. Once systems reach –65.2°F, note if the systems held while cooling down.
36. Open environmental chamber.
37. CAUTION: COLD. Remove upper angle plates from discrete system. Then remove end
straps, angle steel, and rectangular steel in that order.
38. Remove 25lb sandbag and replace with 4lb sandbag.
•

25lb: (Remove wire rope link first, then the link to the contact plate.)

•

4lb: (Attach to contact plate link first, then the wire rope link)
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39. If system released, reattach to contact plate.
40. Close chamber and allow to return to -65.2°F
41. Once systems reach –65.2°F, power on primary coil [#1] on the discrete system with the
DC voltage supply at 4.0A for less than one second, wait ten seconds and increase current
by 0.5A until the discrete system releases.
42. Reset system voltage and current to 0V & 0A
43. Power on primary coil [#3] of the distributed system with DC voltage supply at 4.0A for
less than one second, wait 10 seconds and increase current by 0.5A until the distributed
system releases.
44. Turn off the environmental chamber.
45. Open the environmental chamber door for one hour to allow test fixture and both systems
to heat back up for safe handling.
46. Remove equipment from the environmental chamber.
Results: (Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test)
Pass Criteria:
Discrete System: Primary coil on system releases when powered on at upper and lower
limit of temperature range. The steel plate remains intact to electromagnet side of the
system when unpowered in the environmental chamber.
Discrete System: Primary coil on system releases when powered on at upper and lower
limit of temperature range. The steel plate remains intact to electromagnet side of the
system when unpowered in the environmental chamber.
Fail Criteria:
Discrete System: Steel plate releases from the electromagnet side of the system when
unpowered in the environmental chamber.
Distributed System: Steel plate releases from the electromagnet side of the system when
unpowered in the environmental chamber.

Test Date(s): 11/10 to 11/2021
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Test Results:
Parameter
Low
Temperature
(~-65.2 °F)

High
Temperature
(~159.8 °F)

Actual
Temperature
Achieved (°F)
System Held
Unpowered
(Y/N)
Current Required
for Release (A)
Actual
Temperature
Achieved (°F)
System Held
Unpowered
(Y/N)
Current Required
for Release (A)

Discrete
System
(113lb load)

Discrete
System
(23lb load)

Distributed
System
(24lb load)

Distributed
System
(5lb load)

-65±1

-65±1

-65±1

-65±1

Y

Y
9.75A

157±1

157±1

Y

6.75A

157±1

Y
9A

Additional Testing:
Opened chamber and reconnected both systems at cold.
Retest to see what current it would take to release and the results were the following:
Distributed- 6.75 A
Discrete- 9.75 A

157±1

6A
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Appendix E
Gantt Chart
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Figure E.1 Gantt Chart
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Appendix F
Manufacturing Plan
Table F.1 Manufacturing Plan
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Budget
Table F.2 Budget Overview
Account
General Atomics (GA)
Cal Poly (CP)

Budget

Cost
2000
1000
1403.03
680.85

GA Fall Only
CP Fall Only

Remaining
587.34
1412.66
57.71
942.29
815.69
623.14

587.34
57.71

Table F.3 Order List
Purchase Date
4/13/2021
4/13/2021
4/13/2021
4/13/2021
4/26/2021
4/26/2021
4/26/2021
5/21/2021
5/21/2021
5/21/2021
9/21/2021
9/28/2021
10/13/2021
10/13/2021
10/14/2021
10/16/2021
10/16/2021
10/16/2021
10/17/2021
10/19/2021
10/19/2021
10/19/2021
10/21/2021
10/23/2021
10/27/2021
10/29/2021
10/29/2021
11/1/2021
11/3/2021
11/5/2021
11/9/2021
11/9/2021
11/9/2021
11/10/2021
11/10/2021
11/11/2021
11/11/2021
11/12/2021
11/13/2021
11/13/2021

Website
McMaster-Carr
Amazon
Amazon
Home Depot
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
McMaster-Carr
KJ Magnetics
Amazon
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
Amazon
Amazon
McMaster-Carr
Home Depot
McMaster-Carr
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
KJ Magnetics
Home Depot
McMaster-Carr
Home Depot
Home Depot
Expedia
Home Depot
Home Depot
Target
Shell
Dave's Hot Chicken
The Boba Co.
L&L Hawaiian BBQ
Pho Hoan Pasteur
Chevron
Costco Gas
Home Depot
Amazon

Total (tax/shipping included)
65.23
114.11
16.83
37.57
36.3
25.02
24.09
482.99
18.38
95.6
57.13
216.58
42.88
46.11
178.21
59.77
77.86
3.23
6.31
16.29
15.2
24.95
24.54
14.68
58.06
10.77
16.35
326.18
7.1
15.23
16.34
62.36
41.07
17.78
21.95
43.11
46.92
47.43
16.83
46.11

Reimbursed?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Refund
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Refund
Refund

Account
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
CP
GA
GA
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
GA
GA

Notes

full refunded 11/13/2021
partial refund 10/17/2021

returned and refunded

returned and refunded
returned and refunded
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Table F.4 Itemized Budget
Purchase Date

5/21/2021

Website

McMaster-Carr

Notes

System

electromagnet core

Discrete /
Distributed
System

Item

Part Number

Quantity

Price/Piece

Subtotal

Low-Carbon Steel Rod
1-3/8" Diameter, 1 Foot Long

8920K291

1

29.84

29.84

Zinc-Plated Alloy Steel Socket Head
Screw (pack of 50)
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 1/2" Long

90128A242

1

9.55

9.55

Reimbursement

Where it Went After
Project Concluded?

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

possible?

General Atomics

Yes

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

Return

Purchase Account

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

too short for mounting to test
fixture frame

Discrete /
Distributed
System

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

too small for new housing design

Distributed
System

Low-Carbon Steel Bar
2" Thick, 2" Wide, 1/2 Feet Long

9143K25

1

30.75

30.75

possible?

General Atomics

Yes

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

wrong size for new housing
design

Discrete System

Internal Retaining Ring
for 40 mm ID, Black-Phosphate
1060-1090 Spring Steel (pack of 5)

98455A139

1

3.8

3.8

possible?

General Atomics

Yes

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

Distributed
System

Corner Machine Bracket
with 2 Mounting Slots, 6061
Aluminum, 1-1/2" x 1" x 1"

2313N793

3

8.93

26.79

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

94518A525

1

6.33

6.33

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

General Atomics

Yes

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

bracket for mounting housing to
test frame

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

fixes permanent magnet and
electromagnet to housing

Distributed
System

Mil. Spec. Stainless Steel Hex Drive
Flat Head Screw
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 1-1/2" Long

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

holds housing to corner bracket

Distributed
System

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut 1/4"-20
Thread Size, ASTM F594 (pack of 50)

92673A113

1

2.06

2.06

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

wrong width

Distributed
System

Tight-Tolerance Low-Carbon Steel
Bar
1/8" Thick, 2" Wide, 1 Foot Long

9517K356

1

15.1

15.1

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

contact plate

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

used on water jet to create
retaining disk to hold discrete
system together

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

Tight-Tolerance Low-Carbon Steel
Discrete System
Bar
1/4" Thick, 3" Wide, 1 Foot Long

Discrete System

too small for machining according
to machinist, repurposed for 150- Discrete System
lb weight

possible?

9517K446

1

31.03

31.03

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum
Sheet
1/8" Thick, 8" x 8"

89015K239

1

14.69

14.69

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

Low-Carbon Steel Bar
3" Thick, 4" Wide, 1 Foot Long

8910K302

1

180.89

180.89

General Atomics

Yes

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

possible?

permanent magnet

Neodymium Magnet
Discrete System Magnetized Through Thickness, 1"
Thick, 1-1/2" OD

5862K136

1

53.51

53.51

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

Internal Retaining Ring
Discrete System
for 2-7/16" ID, Black-Phosphate
1060-1090 Spring Steel (pack of 5)

99142A625

1

6.87

6.87

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

5/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

holds housing together

5/21/2021

K&J Magnetics

permanent magnet

Distributed
System

NdFeB, Grade N52 Ring Magnet
3/4" od x 1/4" id x 1/4" thick

RC44-N52

3

4.1

12.3

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

5/21/2021

Amazon

copper wire used to wind coils

Discrete /
Distributed
System

BNTECHGO 22 AWG Magnet Wire Enameled Copper Wire - Enameled
Magnet Winding Wire - 1.0 lb 0.0256" Diameter 1 Spool Coil Red
Temperature Rating 155℃ Widely
Used for Transformers Inductors

ECW22AWG1LB

4

21.98

87.92

General Atomics

Yes

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

9/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

holds system together

Distributed
System

Internal Retaining Ring
for 2-9/16" ID, Black-Phosphate
1060-1090 Spring Steel

99142A615

1

9.68

9.68

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

9/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

57805A32

1

22.76

22.76

possible?

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

9/21/2021

McMaster-Carr

94518A525

2

6.33

12.66

possible?

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

9/29/2021

McMaster-Carr

Fixed-Tip Retaining Ring Plier with
too small, machine shop has ones
Cushion Grip
Discrete System
big enough for us to use
for Internal Rings, 0.025" Diameter
Straight Tip
Mil. Spec. Stainless Steel Hex Drive
will only be building 1 distributed
Discrete System
Flat Head Screw
system instead of 3
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 1-1/2" Long
Contact plate

Discrete System

9/29/2021

McMaster-Carr

for creating the frame

Test Fixture

9/29/2021

McMaster-Carr

for creating the frame

Test Fixture

Tight-Tolerance Low-Carbon Steel
Bar
1/8" Thick, 3" Wide, 1 Foot Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular
Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 2" x 2"
Outside Size, 6 Feet Long
Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular
Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 2" x 2"
Outside Size, 3 Feet Long

9517K361

1

21.02

21.02

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

6527K284

2

42.6

85.2

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

6527K284

1

25.56

25.56

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

F-4

9/29/2021

McMaster-Carr

for creating the frame

Test Fixture

Low-Carbon Steel Rectangular
Tube
0.083" Wall Thickness, 1-1/2" x 11/2" Outside Size, 1 Foot Long
6527K274

6527K274

1

11.24

11.24

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

9/29/2021

McMaster-Carr

for creating the T-joint

Test Fixture

Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum 90
Degree Angle
with Round Edge, 1/4" Thickness, 3"
High x 3" Wide Outside, 1' Long

6527K274

1

21.27

21.27

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/13/2021

Amazon

needed for first plan of creating
150-lb load, no longer needed,
unreturnable because worn out
from filling with sand

Test Fixture

Sandbags (12 Pack) Long Lasting,
Heavy Duty Sandbags with Ties (14"
x 25") Non-Slip Treated - UV Treated
- Empty Military Sand Bags - for
Flooding and Weights for Canopy,
Tent, Umbrella Stand

B087KKK1RZ

1

14.99

14.99

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/13/2021

Amazon

used to hold 24lb load on
distributed system

Test Fixture

B084WTDDP4

1

26.99

26.99

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/13/2021

Amazon

needed for first plan of creating
150-lb load, no longer needed,

Test Fixture

L02LX16TCN-1

1

42.99

42.99

General Atomics

No

Returned to Vendor

10/14/2021

McMaster-Carr

round bar stock for
discrete/distributed housings

Discrete /
Distributed
System

High-Strength 1045 Carbon Steel
Rod, 4" Diameter, 1 Foot Long

8924K91

1

121.82

121.82

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/14/2021

McMaster-Carr

mount distributed system to test
frame

Test Fixture

Multipurpose 6061 Aluminum 90
Degree Angle
with Round Edge, 1/8" Thickness, 2"
High x 2" Wide Outside, 2' Long

8982K14

1

17.01

17.01

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/16/2021

Home Depot

Test Fixture

Scripto Aim 'N Flame II Lighter

Store SKU # 233986

1

2.97

2.97

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

Test Fixture

Everbilt 1/4 in. Zinc-Plated Quick
Link

Store SKU # 436771

4

13.2

52.8

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

Test Fixture

Crown Bolt 3/16 in. x 3 in. ZincPlated Steel Eye Bolts with Nut (2Piece per Pack)

Store SKU # 625507

1

1.28

1.28

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/16/2021

10/16/2021

10/16/2021

Home Depot

burn off the frayed ends of the
paracord
secure T-joint of discrete system
to 150-lb load and secure eye
bolt of distributed system to 24lb
load

Home Depot

secured in wood block to support
weight of distributed load.

Home Depot

needed for first plan of creating
150-lb load, no longer needed

Explore Land 2-in-1 Saddle Weight
Bag Universal Filled with Water &
Sand
SurmountWay Cargo Net Capacity
1100LBS Truck Bed Cargo Net 3.5'x
4.1' Rugged Truck Bed Cargo Net
,Heavy Duty Cargo Nets for Pickup
Trucks with Cam Buckles & S-

Store SKU # 440943

4

17.92

71.68

no need but
not possible

Yes, refunded.

no need but
not possible

no need but
not possible

Test Fixture

0.5 cu. ft. Bagged Marble Chips

Store SKU # 207801

1

1.28

1.28

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

General Atomics

No

Returned to Vendor

10/16/2021

Home Depot

secure eyebolt in wood block

Test Fixture

Crown Bolt 3/16 in. x 1 in. Metallic
Stainless Steel Fender Washer (3 per
Pack)

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount
discrete/distributed system to
test fixture frame

Test Fixture

6061 Aluminum Hex Nut, 1/4"-20
Thread Size, Packs of 100

90670A029

1

8.22

8.22

10/16/2021

Home Depot

no longer needed, switching to
wire rope for strength

Test Fixture

Everbilt 3/8 in. x 50 ft. Assorted
Colors Polypropylene Diamond
Braid Rope

Store SKU # 337983

1

4.98

4.98

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount discrete system to
test fixture T-joint

Test Fixture

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Hex Drive
Flat Head Screw, 8-32 Thread Size,
1" Long, Packs of 50

91253A199

1

10.29

10.29

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/16/2021

Home Depot

repurposed scrap steel for rope
loop

Test Fixture

Everbilt 9/16 in. Stainless Steel Rope
Loop

Store SKU # 1000009852

3

3.5

10.5

Yes, refunded.

General Atomics

No

Returned to Vendor

10/16/2021

Home Depot

chose quick links instead to do
the job (more secure)

Test Fixture

Everbilt 0.170 in. x 2-1/4 in.
Stainless Steel Rope S-Hook (2-Pack)

Store SKU # 373927

2

2.9

5.8

Yes, refunded.

General Atomics

No

Returned to Vendor

Yes, refunded.

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount discrete system to
test fixture T-joint

Test Fixture

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut, 8-32
Thread Size, Packs of 100

91841A009

1

3.46

3.46

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount distributed system
to test fixture T-joint

Test Fixture

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Socket Head
Screw, 10-32 Thread Size, 2-1/2"
Long, Fully Threaded, Packs of 25

90044A121

1

17.81

17.81

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount distributed system
to test fixture T-joint

Test Fixture

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut, 10-32
Thread Size, Packs of 100

91841A195

1

3.49

3.49

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/16/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount distributed system
to test fixture frame

Test Fixture

Low-Strength Zinc-Plated Steel Hex
Head Screw, 1/4"-20 Thread Size, 21/2" Long, Fully Threaded, Packs of
25

91309A552

1

5.04

5.04

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/18/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to mount discrete system to
test fixture frame

Test Fixture

Aluminum Threaded Rod, 1/4"-20
Thread Size, 5" Long, Packs of 10

93225A878

1

15.68

15.68

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/19/2021

Home Depot

used to glue windings together on
bobbin

Discrete /
Distributed
System

3M 14.6 oz. Hi-Strength 90 Low VOC
Spray Adhesive

Store SKU # 1006479821

1

13.98

13.98

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/19/2021

Home Depot

protective equipment for those
winding coils and spray adhesive
is in the air.

Winding Jig

3M P95 Paint Odor Valve Respirator
Mask (2-Pack)

Store SKU # 757648

2

11.47

22.94

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/19/2021

Home Depot

worn to protect hands when
handling permanent magnets

Test Fixture

West Chester Holdings, Inc. Large
Leather Palm with Spandex BOH
TPR

Store SKU # 1005356384

1

14.98

14.98

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

10/21/2021

K&J Magnetics

Distributed
System

NdFeB, Grade N52 Ring Magnet 1"
od x 5/16" id x 1/4" thick

RX054-N52

1

7

7

General Atomics

No

General Atomics

10/23/2021

Home Depot

Test Fixture

0.703" x 23.75" x 23.75" sanded
plywood

N/A

1

13.51

13.51

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

10/27/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to construct 150lb load

Test Fixture

Medium-Strength Steel Hex Nut
Grade 5, 1/2"-13 Thread Size (pack
of 50)

95505A605

1

10.58

10.58

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/27/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to construct 150lb load

Test Fixture

Medium-Strength Grade 5 Steel Hex
Head Screw Zinc-Plated, 1/2"-13
Thread Size, 3" Long, Fully Threaded
(pack of 5)

92865A724

2

6.05

12.1

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/27/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to construct 150lb load

Test Fixture

Grade 8 Steel Washer Black UltraCorrosion-Resistant, 1/2" Screw
Size, 1.375" OD (pack of 5)

98026A115

1

11.71

11.71

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

10/27/2021

McMaster-Carr

used to construct 150lb load

Test Fixture

Low-Carbon Steel Bar 1/8" Thick, 2"
Wide, 2 Feet Long

8910K399

1

10.71

10.71

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/29/2021

Home Depot

Store SKU # 454347

1

8.75

8.75

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/29/2021

Home Depot

Store SKU # 436771

3

3.3

9.9

General Atomics

No

Trashcan

10/29/2021

Home Depot

Store SKU # 336808

1

6.28

6.28

General Atomics

No

Mustang 60 Machine Shop

11/1/2021

Expedia

N/A

1

326.18

326.18

Cal Poly

No

N/A

11/3/2021

11/3/2021
11/5/2021

stronger magnet for discrete
system in case other magnet too
weak
construct base board for cargo
netting

teather for both system loads
after release
connects tether to both system
loads
used to remove rust from steel
weights
hotel reservation for 2 day trip to
Poway, CA

Test Fixture
Test Fixture
Test Fixture
Travel

Everbilt 1/8 in. x 30 ft. Vinyl Coated
Steel Wire Rope Kit
Everbilt 1/4 in. Zinc-Plated Quick
Link
CLR 28 oz. Calcium, Lime and Rust
Remover
Hampton Inn & Suites San DiegoPoway

no need but
not possible

Home Depot

heat shrink tubing for hole where
copper wires come out of housing
on both systems

Discrete /
Distributed
System

Commercial Electric 4" Heat Shrink
Tubing Assorted, 22-10 AWG

811108031564

1

1.98

1.98

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were donated to Mustang
60 Machine Shop

Home Depot

insulated wire for copper wires
leads that are coming out of the
housing

Discrete /
Distributed
System

Cerrowire SPT-1 Insulated Wire 25'
18/2 Clear Stranded

48243912780

1

4.55

4.55

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were trashed

Test Fixture

Everbilt 3/32 in. x 1/8 in. Zinc-Plated
Clamp Set (4-Pieces)

Store SKU# 292141

4

3.5

14

General Atomics

No

Used on system, spare parts
were trashed

Home Depot

secure wire rope for teathers
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Appendix G
FEMM Simulations
“Finite Element Method Magnetics (FEMM) is a finite element package for solving 2D
planar and axisymmetric problems in low frequency magnetics and electrostatics.” – FEMM
tutorial.
The discrete and distributed uplock were modeled in FEMM using MATLAB to define the
geometry, materials, and boundary conditions. FEMM is a powerful tool but is not very user
friendly without interfacing via a scripting language, using MATLAB makes the process much
less tedious and allows hundreds of design options to be simulated rather quickly. The discrete
uplock set up can be seen in figure G.1 below, the material properties were set for each region and
the default material was set to air meaning any unlabeled regions are defined as air. Since FEMM
only does 2D planar simulations the problem is defined as axisymmetric and will be revolved
around the line r=0 on the left, therefore only half the cross-section is shown.

Figure G.1 Discrete Uplock FEMM Model.

G-2
Once the problem is defined the model can be analyzed and the mechanical force on the
steel plate can be evaluated by integrating over the region and collecting the terms in the Maxwell
stress tensor, then tensor arithmetic is used to solve for the force. Thankfully FEMM does all of
this for you and the result can be passed to MATLAB or viewed in FEMM as seen in figure G.2
and G.4.

Figure G.2 Discrete Uplock Simulation Results for Unpowered Configuration.

MATLAB allows us to define a range of geometry values that can be looped through and
ran in FEMM where we can see the response to the geometry changes. This allows us to
controllably test many geometries in a short amount of time. Seen below in figure G.3 a range of
thicknesses were defined for the steel contact plate and then the simulation was ran in FEMM for
each of the values and the resulting hold force was passed back to MATLAB for plotting. As you
can see from the plot you get diminishing returns as you increase the plate thickness, this plot
eventually allowed us to chose 0.6 inches as our plate thickness for the discrete uplock because it
was located before the point where the diminishing returns get too extreme. A similar analysis was
performed on each uplock for a range of geometries, we varied the steel case thickness, the core
diameter, and number of turns. This method allowed us to quickly dial in the design without just
guessing and checking in the simulation software.

G-3

Figure G.3 Unpowered Force vs. Plate Thickness.
To simulate the powered configuration of the uplock a circuit property must be defined.
The circuit is defined as 6 amps in series and the number of turns can be defined as a range of
values in MATLAB, the turn values can be looped through and the results can be plotted to find
the optimal number of turns to unlock the uplock, see figure E.3. The plot has a parabolic shape to
it because not having enough turns will mean the permanent magnet is overpowering the
electromagnet and having too many turns means the electromagnet is overpowering the permanent
magnet, thus we must find the balance point where the two magnets cancel each other out.

G-4

Figure G.4 Powered Force vs. Number of Turns.

G-5

Figure G.5 Discrete Uplock Simulation Results for Powered Configuration (1500 turns @ 6 A).
To create a design for the scaled discrete uplock that will be built for the verification
prototype we first scaled every dimension by 1/sqrt(10), this allowed us to have 1/10th the cross
sectional area and thus 1/10th the force. The FEMM simulation proved that this would work
however the number of turns were only reduced by 1/sqrt(10) but had to wrap around a core with
1/10th the area. This meant that the coil would no longer fit in the scaled down design space and
we would need to increase the steel case diameter to account for this. It was decided that
redesigning the geometry would be the better option for the scaled version rather than trying to
make it a perfect representation of the full scale version. The results of the simulation can be seen
in figure G.5, G.6, and G.7.
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Figure G.6 Scaled Discrete Uplock FEMM Model.

Another way we utilized MATLAB to optimize the geometry was performing a sweep of
core diameters. The range of core diameters was defined in MATLAB and then each diameter was
ran in FEMM and passed back to MATLAB for plotting (see Figure G7. below).

G-7

Figure G.7 Core Diameter Sweep for Scaled Discrete Uplock.

G-8

Figure G.8 Scaled Discrete Uplock Simulation Results for Unpowered Configuration.

G-9

Figure G.9 Scaled Discrete Uplock Simulation Results for Powered Configuration (450 turns @
6 A).

The Distributed system followed a similar analysis other than the fact that some slightly
different materials were used such as the stainless steel fastener. It was found in the simulation
that using a non-ferromagnetic material for the fastener provided a larger hold force. This is
because the magnetic field would try and travel through a ferromagnetic fastener bypassing the
steel plate, thus 316 stainless steel was chosen for the bolt. The results of the simulation can be
seen in figure G.8, G.9 and G.10.

G-10

Figure G.10 Distributed Uplock FEMM Model.
MATLAB was once again used to determine the optimal geometry, Figure G.11 below
shows the result of sweeping the steel case thickness over a range of values. It can be seen there is
a peak around 0.125 in, thus we chose to go with this value for the final design.

G-11

Figure G.11 Case Thickness Sweep for Distributed Uplock.

G-12

Figure G.12 Distributed Uplock Simulation Results for Unpowered Configuration.

G-13

Figure G.13 Distributed Uplock Simulation Results for Powered Configuration (300 turns at 6
A).
The circuit properties for the coils can be evaluated and the rise time can be calculated. The
electromagnet coils can be modeled as a simple RL series circuit. The current through an inductor
cannot change instantaneously, there is some amount of rise time that occurs after the circuit is
switched on. The time constant for a RL circuit is defined as L/R where L is the inductance and R
the resistance. The inductance is equal to the flux linkage divided by the current and the resistance
is equal to the voltage drop divided by the current, thus the time constant is the flux linkage over
the voltage drop. The rise time is calculated by multiplying the time constant by five. Since the
flux linkage and voltage drop are readily available in FEMM the rise time is simple to calculate.
All the rise times are below one second thus meeting the specification of the lock releasing in
under one second.

G-14
Table G.1 Rise Time for all Uplock Configurations.
Uplock Configuration

Rise Time (sec)

Full Size Discrete

.0332

Scaled Discrete

.0215

Distributed

.0068
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Appendix H
Drawing Package
W22 Landing Gear and Door Uplock (10/20/2021)
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assy
Level

0
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

Part
Number

Descriptive Part Name

1000
1100
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1130
1200
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
121A
121B
121C
1220
1230

Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3 Lvl4
Landing Gear and Door Lock Assembly
Discrete System Assembly
Discrete Magnet Assembly
Discrete System Steel Housing
1"X1.5"D Neodymium Magnet
Discrete System Spacer
Discrete System Bobbin
22 Gauge Magnet Wire
Discrete System Electromagnet Core
Aluminum Contact Plate
1/4"-20, 1/2" Socket Head Screw
2-7/16" Internal Retaining Ring
1/4" Steel Contact Plate
Variable Power Supply
Distributed System Assembly
Distributed Magnet Assembly
Distributed System Steel Housing
.25"X.75" Ring Neodynium Magnet
Distributed System Spacer
Distributed System Bobbin
22 Gauge Magnet Wire
Distributed System Electromagnet Core
1/4"-20, 1.5" Flathead Screw
Corner Bracket
1/4"-20 Nut
1/4"-20, 1/2" Sockethead Screw
40mm Internal Retaining Ring
3M 14.6 oz. Hi-Strength 90 Low VOC Spray Adhesive
1/8" Steel Contact Plate
Variable Power Supply

Total Parts

Qty

Mat'l Cost

------1 $
1 $
1 --1 --2 $
1 $
1 $
2 $
1 $
1 $
1
----1 $
1 $
1 --1 --2 --1 --1 $
1 $
1 $
1 $
1 $
1 $
1 $
1 --28

Production
Cost

Total
Cost

Part Source

More Info

63.61 --53.51 ------21.53 --29.84 --18.31 --9.55 --6.87 --31.03 -----

$ 63.61
$ 53.51
----$ 43.06
$ 29.84
$ 18.31
$ 9.55
$ 6.87
$ 31.03

McMaster, Custom
McMaster
Custom
Custom
Amazon
McMaster, Custom
McMaster, Custom
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster, Custom
Cal Poly

8924K91, CNC
5862K136
Print in ABS
Print in ABS
B07DYMMYSK
8920K291, Lathe
9246K11, CNC
90128A242 (50 pack)
99142A625 (5 pack)
9517K446, Water Jet
Borrow from Cal Poly

63.61
4.10 ----------6.33 --8.93 --2.06 --9.55 --3.80 --13.98 --15.10 -----

$ 63.61
$ 4.10
--------$ 6.33
$ 8.93
$ 2.06
$ 9.55
$ 3.80
$ 13.98
$ 15.10
---

McMaster, Custom
K&J Magnetics
Custom
Custom
Amazon
McMaster, Custom
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Amazon
McMaster, Custom
Cal Poly

9143K25, CNC
RC44-N52
Print in ABS
Print in ABS
B07DYMMYSK (Same as 1115)
8920K291, Lathe (Same as 1116)
94518A525
2313N793
92673A113 (50 pack)
90128A242 (100 pack) (Same as 1119)
98455a139 (5 pack)
1006479821
9517K356, Water Jet
Borrow from Cal Poly

$ 383.23

H-2

H-3

H-4

H-5

H-6

H-7

H-8

H-9

H-10

H-11

H-12

H-13

H-14

H-15

H-16

H-17

H-18

H-19

H-20

H-21

H-22

H-23

H-24

H-25

H-26

H-27

H-28
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Appendix I
User Manual

Discrete System and Distributed System Uplock
Operator’s Manual
Written by the W22 Landing Gear / Bay Door Uplock Team
Garrett Donovan, Jason Szeto, Christopher Edward, Kevin Lee
Fall 2021
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Warning
•
•

Keep pacemakers, ferromagnetic tools, and other devices sensitive to magnet fields at
least one foot away from the distributed and discrete electromagnets.
Flesh can be pinched or crushed if they are placed between the contact point of the
distributed or discrete electromagnets and another piece of ferromagnetic material. Do
not place fingers or hands close to the magnetic system when near ferromagnetic
material.

Parts List
Distributed System
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed electromagnet
Distributed steel contact plate
Corner machine bracket with 2 mounting slots, 1-1/2" x 1" x 1"
1 x ¼-20 fasteners
4 x 10-32 fasteners

Discrete System
•
•
•
•

Discrete electromagnet
Discrete steel contact plate
2 x ¼-20 fasteners
4 x 8-32 fasteners

Discrete System (Landing Gear Uplock) Assembly
•

•
•
•

Mount discrete system to aircraft frame using two ¼-20 fasteners through the provided
mounting holes. System is strongly magnetic, use caution when handling near
ferromagnetic surfaces.
Mount contact plate to landing gear using four 8-32 fasteners. Ensure contact plate is
aligned with the magnet.
Wire primary coil to onboard power supply.
Wire secondary coil to onboard power supply.

Discrete System (Landing Gear Uplock) Operation
Releasing the Landing Gear
•
•
•

Power on the primary coil at the desired current of 12.4A.
Actuate landing gear to release.
Once the landing gear is fully released, unpower the primary coil.

Retracting the Landing Gear
•

Power on the primary coil at the desired current of 12.4A.
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•
•

Actuate landing gear to retract.
Once the landing gear is fully retracted, unpower the primary coil.

Redundant Release
•

In the event of primary coil malfunction or electronic failure, power on the secondary coil
instead of the primary coil to release or retract the landing gear.

Distributed System (Bay Door Uplock) Assembly
•
•
•
•

Mount distributed system units along the aircraft frame using one ¼-20 fastener though
the hole in the L bracket. Space units 6 inches apart.
Mount contact plates to bay door using four 10-32 fasteners. Ensure contact plates are
aligned with the magnets.
Wire primary coil to onboard power supply.
Wire secondary coil to onboard power supply.

Distributed System (Bay Door Uplock) Operation
Releasing the Bay Door
•
•
•

Power on the primary coil at the desired current of 9.6A.
Actuate landing gear to release.
Once the landing gear is fully released, unpower the primary coil.

Retracting the Bay Door
•
•
•

Power on the primary coil at the desired current of 9.6A.
Actuate landing gear to retract.
Once the landing gear is fully retracted, unpower the primary coil.

Redundant Release
•

In the event of primary coil malfunction or electronic failure, power on the secondary coil
instead of the primary coil to release or retract the landing gear.

